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In this third and final installment ef eur
series in alternative tunings en Enseniq
instruments. we feature the nming capa-
bilities ef Enseniq's newest synths. the
MR series. The hfll eemes in three
flavers — the L612-Rack. and the MR-61
and ‘T6 l-teyheards. The tuning implemen-
tatien ef these units is identical se mest
ef this article will refer te all ef them as
the MR.

Perle is Perla
In the multitimbral It-E-Rack. each
It-$1 channel is directed te a veiee ar-
chiteeture eempenent lmewn as a Part.
A11Parts can use ene ef a eellectien ef
system pitch tables in RUM and er a
user-pregramtnahle RAhfI—hased pitch
table. Each Part can he set te use the
pitch tahle selected in the System
parameter page er its ewn individually
selected table. On the MR-61 and MR-
'?6 keyheards. the infermatien that was
stered in a Part en the MR-Rack is cen-
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tained in the Tracks ef the 61!'l'6's in-
tegrated sequencer. On heth ef these sys-
tems the pitch tahie parameter is marked
“PitehThl" en the display. The “RAlvI“
pitch tahle is the enly ene that can he
medified by the user — itis the last tahle
en the list after the ROM tables.

The fermat ef an MR pitch table is the
sme as ether Enseniq synths. a table ef
33 entries with a nete and effset map-
ping fer each MIDI nete nnmher. The
lv.lR‘s tuning reselutien is deuhle that ef
the TS and ASR series. Each semitene is
divided up inte 128 equaI- tempered
steps. This eemes eut te 1536 frequency
steps per eetave. up frem the 1'68 steps
per eetave the TS and ASR get frem 64
steps per sernitene. The RUM tunings in
the It-‘IR are recalculated versiens ef all
ef the ROM tunings in the TS plus 11
new timings. including twe African
lvthira scales and the Pierce scale.

NRPN Pitch Teble Change
The pitch tables used hv each Part er
Track can he set ever MIDI using NRPN
number 021. This invelves sending three
eentreller messages te the tvttlitl channel
ef the Part en the MR-Rack er the Track
en the 6lf'?6. The first twe messages set
the parameter number. These are sent te
ht[IDI eentreller number 98 and 99. I11
this case parameter 93 is set te 21 and
parameter 99 is set te 0.
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The third message is the parameteris value. This value is sent
te MIDI centreller 6. the standard data entry centreller. The
RAM pitch table is number 46 (45 ceunting frem 0). Nete that
the data entry centreller input te a Part er Track must be
enabled fer this te werl-t.

MIDI Tuning Stendurd
The MR series synths suppert the MIDI Timing Standard
{MTS fer shert) fer dewnleading tunings frem a cemputer er
sequencer inte the glebal RAM pitch table. This means that
timing editers den’t have te suppert a special SysEn tuning
fermat fer the MR — if they suppert MTS. the MR and the
tuning editer are already cempatible. There are twe kinds ef
MTS messages. called Bulk Dump and Nete Change. and each
has a particular applicatien.

Bulk Dump is the same kind ef message that the EPS and TS
have — the centents ef an entire pitch table are centained in
the bedy ef the Sysli-In message.

Nete Change is a new kind cf message defined in the stati-
dard. The MR is the first synthesizer te suppert it. Nete
Change lets yen tweak the timing ef a single nete witheut
having te dewnlead the entire table. What geed is this? It lets
yeu make subtle alteratiens in the tuning ef a piece as it
pregresses. Arabic and Middle Eastern music medes change
the tuning ef netes frequently and Nete Change allews this.
An erttensien te the standard Nete Change message has been
added te the MR implementatien te better suppert eetave-
repeating timings and Middle Eastern music. Sending the Nete
Change message te tuning 123 er hen 'i'F between the C4 and
C5 keys will entrapelate that tuning acress the keybeard. All
ether nete changes will enly affect the assigned nete as
defined in the eriginal MTS spec.

MT5 Cempetible Applieetiens
Altheugh timings cannet be edited frem the frent panel en the
MR. because ef its suppert ef MTS the MR"s cemputer-based
editing suppert is the best ef any ef Enseniq‘s preducts.
Tuning editers that suppert MTS include It Cele fer the Mac
and MIDI Tuning Wrench fer Windews and the PC. All ef the
tunings in the RUM were created using these twe pregrams.

.ttCetc
J'ICnIc was mentiened in the first installment ef this series be-
cause ef its suppert fer the EPS and ASR. Its authers. Rebert
Rich and Carter Schela. were ameng the anthers cf the MTS
spec. se it was alse the first tuning editer te suppert MTS.
Simply select “MIDI Tuning Standard" in the MIDI menu and
the cinrent timing will be sent te the MR.

MIDI Tuning Wrench
This is a tuning pregram that was released last year by Artie

Seftware. It was written by Jim Jehnsen whe seme of yeu
may remember as a writer fer the Hacker a while back. This is
a windews pregram that rims under Windews 3.1. 95 er NT. It
uses the MIDI device installed in the system fer its input and
eutput.

The display shews a piane keybeard and a neiestcents value
in an edit be:-t abeve it. Clicking the meuse en a key ef the
keybeard beth plays that nete eut te a synth cemiected te the
PC via MIDI and displays the current pitch and effset values
fer that nete. The user can change these values and the edited
scale can be autematically er manually dewnleaded te the
synth.

The Eatrapelate and Interpelate eperatiens previeusly
described in the TS installment ef this article are supperted.
Alse included is a ratie mede — clicking and dragging en twe
adjacent keys er clicking and eptien-clicking en twe different
keys. will cause the ‘ratie’ butten te be un-dimmed. Clicking
en this butten will then bring up a dialeg hen that displays a
ratie with a numerater and deneminater. Yen can enter in a
decimal ratie. fer instance 1.5. by typing that number in the
ninnerater field and leaving the deneminater field set te l. Or
te enter a ratie ef 4J3 fer instance. yeu weuld enter a 4 in the
nurnerater and a 3 in the deneminater.

This is an extremely useful timing pregram in general and is
recemmended fer any Windews users whe wish te edit their
ewn tuning. My ene cemplaint with it is that its fleeting-peint
display ef the effset in the main windew clips te the MTS
reselutien. which means that if yeu enter an effset ef 15 yen
might get 14.9993. The thinking behind this is that this way
yea knew what yeu're getting frem the reselutien ef MTS but
it seems like a distractien.

Fer mere infermatien centact Arctic Seftware. Bea 23.
Waterferd. WI 53185-U023. Phene: 414-534-4309. Fart:
414-534-7809. email: artic@ertecpc.cem. www: http:!fea-
ecpc.cemi -artic. Cempuserve: GU ARTIC.

Tuning Ccntretter
This is a Mac appticatien develeped te test and demenstrate
the nete-change suppert en the MR. It is a Perth pregram
written imder I-IMSL. an ebject-eriented cempesitien enviren-
ment available frem Freg Peak Music. Fer mere infermatien
abeut HMSL centact Freg Peak. Bea 1052. Lebauen. NH
tJ3?66. (603}443-383?. Their web site is at http:.t.*'music.dart-
meuth.edu!-larryffpfreiit.html. Tttning Centrelter’s seurce is
available en the HMSL archive web site at sheke.ca-
iarts.edu:pubfI-lMSL."mac. The Tuning Centreller screen dis-
plays twelve buttens. ene fer each key. Clicking en a butten
will detune the key a quarter- tene and cause the butten te ge
black. A butten marked [NIT will set up the attached MR
synth fer RAM tuning en all ef its parts. If yeu are using an
MR 6l."t'6 yen must assign a seund te a track befere clicking
this butten er the NRPN tinting assignment will be igncred en



that track.

Conclusion
And that’s all, folks! This series has described the tmting
capabilities of pretty much all the synthesizers and samplers
ever produced at Ensoniq. The Mirage was not mentioned be-
cause tuning was not directly supported by Ensoniq, but was
supported by Dick Lord and others in their third-party OS’s.
The pitch modulation technique described for the ESQ in Part
2 of this series could probably be applied to the Mirage as
well.

There's some late breaking news about PC-based ttming
editors for the ASR. Rubber Chicken Software is adding a
pitch table editor and librarian to version 3.0 of their
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We have an update on contact info given in last month's Steve
Vincent Basement Tape review of My inner Ear: Iorgen

Back Issues
Back issues are $2.00 each. More than 10: $1.115 each, more than 21:
$1.51] each. (Dvcrseas: $3 each.) E-mail copies of back issues are avail-
able for all issues since #113: $1 each {anywhere}. Orders for e-mall is-
sues should be sent to: issues@trm1soniq.coru.
Issues 1- 40, 61, 6? - 'i'-1, Ti. T9 and E2 - 35 are no longer available.
Permission has been given to photocopy issues that we no longer have —-
ch-eck the classifieds for people offering them. A free baclc issue indent is
available which contains the tables of content for all issues since #43.
EEQ-1 coverage started with Issue #I3. SQ-3'0 coverage started with
#2ii',{a1though roost ESQ-1 coverage also applies to the SQ-30}. EPS
coverage got going with #35 {and also applies to -the ASH-10}. ‘EFFK
coverage (which also applies to the Sills} got started in #48. The Sills got
going in #63. {SQ articles also apply to the KS-32 & KT-Ttilfifi.) IIPH
coverage started in #33 (much of which also applies to the ASH-10, and
mostcf which also applies to the DPl2 & DP +). TS-10l12 coverage got
going with #93 but owners should also chcclt out sample reviews for
EP$l.lLSR-sounds -»— which also can be used on the M11 Series.
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3]) Sounds has just released the MIDI Resource Bank.
This PC-format CD-ROM contains the following: 50
megs of samples for the ASRIEPSITSMR series. 1000+
instrument wave files. ’i000+ MIDI files. patches for
TS-10 and most major synths. MIDIlsynthlsampler

Windows-based ASR parameter editor called EPSIASR Tools.
Contact Rubber Chicken for more info at P.CI. Bo:-t 100, Wil-
mar. MN 56201, 1-S00-8-PRO-BPS. http:Hmembers.aol.cornl
chicl-tenE.PS. Thanks to Bill Sethares for passing on this infor-
mation.

It is hoped that this series has been informative and education-
al and has helped to start your exploration of the musical
vistas offered by alternative tunings. -

Bio: Steve Carlin is a software engineer and inning evangelist
at Ensoniq. He developed the Mlfli Tuning Spec support and
ROM pitch tables on the MR series syntlts. He’s been inter-
ested in alternative tnnings since the late ’70s. after playing
in a Javanese Ganielan and discovering the rnttsic and writ-
ings ofHarry Partcn.

Teller, Sortedam Dossering 41 D. 1 th.. DK-2200 Copen-
hagen N, Dernnark. Phone: 45-31 35 S1 B1, e-mail:
tel1er@habel.dk. Jcrgen also mentions that be’s into a couple
of interesting projects these days involving microtuned BPS
and IvlIDI- guitar. Also. Steve Vincent says that he’s down to
“the last 130111" or so... should be caught up later this year.

Current Ensonlq 0.8. (DlsidEPFlOM)

EP$ 2.49l2.-10
EPS-M - 2.49l2.-it SQ-2
EP$-16 PLUS 1.3.11 .00F SQ-2 32 3
MASDS SD-‘USU-1 32 4.10.-l4.1fl
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VFX ASH-BB 3.53l3.50
VFX-SD KMX-B 2.00
SQ-1 KMX-16 1.50
Sill-1 32 TS-10l‘l2 3.05
SQ-1 PLUS KT-?eteB -1.52
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utilities and more for $39. 3D Sounds is now online and
willing to answer technical and programming questions
for Ensoniq products at http:llwww.in.on.cal~dwhitel
Sdsounds. E-mail: dwhite@in.on.ca.



Makin’ Waves with the DP 4
Well it doesn't have to be just the DPI4, it could be
“]!vf[akin' Waves with the DP,l4-I-," and since this is only a
2-unit preset, it could be “lvlal-tin‘ Waves with the I}P,l2."
What flexibility! Something for everyone! Oh by the way,
Pm not talking “waveforms” here, I'm talking about the
sound of the surf -— those kinds of waves.

The Scenario
Aaaahh a relaxing, quiet afternoon on the beach. You‘ve
got all the amenities: the suntan oil, the cool shades, the
beach umbrella, the webbed folding chair, the latest issue
of the Transoniq Hacker — but, even with all these neces-
sities, nothing is more pleasing than the soothing sound of
the surf. What a sound. God's music. Now imagine that
your DPI4 (substitute the Ensoniq effect processor of your
choice) is a giant seashell, and if you hold it close to your
ear, why you can....

No need to imagine — this sound is easy to recreate! For
this preset, we'll use two algorithms:

SinelNoise Gen — this is used to create the surf sound.
EQ-Panner-DDL -- for creating a left to right movement
of the waves. After all, waves aren‘t static, are they?

I call this preset “By the Sea Vee" (Buy the C.V. — as in
Pedal), for obvious reasons. Yes, buy a C.V. Pedal. There
is nothing more cool than immediate satisfaction from
real-time modulation control. For additional control in
creating wave movement, the C.V. Pedal is hands-down
(or foot-down maybe?) the best way to control modulation
with your effect processor. Don‘: delay, call (610)
64?-3930 and order one now! Our operators are standing
by! (a shameless plug).

Now it's time to get our hands dirty (sandy). Let’s dig in:

Setting Up Unit A
1. Press the Edit Button, and then the A button.

2. Press the left arrow button until the algorithm name is
flashing in the display.

3. Turn the Data Entry knob to select the Sirtelbloise Gen

Torn Tracy

algorithm. It’s probably a good idea to lower your audio
source first, since the Sinelhloise Gen algorithm will gen-
erate a sine (or noise] signal.

4. Using the Data Entry controls, set the following
parameters:

Mix = 20
Volume = 99
Sine Freq = 9999Ha
Balance = 99
Noise Filter LowPass Fc = l'i00
Bass FC = tat Ha
EQ Gain = +0? dB
Treble Fc = 04KH:t
EQ Gain = +03 dB
EQ Input Level Trim = +00 dB
Modl Source = Cntrl-6 (DP Analog CV In)
Modl Destination Parameter = 005
lvlodl Param Range Min = 55%
lvlodl Param Range Max = 64%
lvlod2 Source = Cntrl-6 (DP Analog CV In)
lvlod2 Destination Parameter = 009
IvIod2 Param Range Min = T095
Mod2 Param Range lviax = ?S%

Setting Up Unit B
1. Press the Edit Button, and then the B button.

2. Press the left arrow button until the algorithm name is
flashing.

3. Tum the Data Entry knob to select the EQ-Panner-DDL
algorithm.

4. Using the Data Entry controls, set the following
parameters:

lvlix = 99
Voltune = 99
Patmer Rate = 09
Panner Width = 30
LeftlRight LIFO = Out-of-Phase
Panner Sample St Hold Rate = Off
Pamter Left Delay Time = 300ms



Panner Right Delay Time = 501ms
Panner Delay Regen = -01
Panner Left Echo Time = 300ms
Panner Right Echo Time == 448ms
Panner Echo Level = 35
Bass Fe = 180Hz
Bass EQ Gain = +18 dB
Treble Fc = 0SKHs
Treble EQ Gain = +02dB
EQ Input Level Trim = -01 dB
Modl Source = Off
Modl Destination Parameter = 001
Mo-:11 Param Range Min = 00%
Modl Param Range Max = 99%
Mod2 Source = Off
Mod2 Destination Paratneter = 002
Mod2 Param Range Min = 00%
Mod2 Param. Range Max. = 99%

Setting the Config
The order of these parameters may be different, depending
on which effect processor you are using. So if you just set
the parameter values to the appropriate names, you should
be fine. Here they are:

1. Press the Edit button, then the Config button.

2. Using the Data Entry controls, set the following
parameters:

"2 Source Config" in the DP!-=1 and DP,i'4+ {"1 Source
Cortftg" in the DPIZ)

AB Input Select = this doesn't really matter since the
sound is intemal — this preset doesn't need an input
source, but if you have to have one, set this to either mono
or stereo — depending on what your input source would
be (a Fender Jaguar comes to mind as the ultimate surf
input source, but 1'11 use the Ensoniq Quakercaster, thank
you).

AB Unit Routing = [A->-B] serial

Dry Path Around AB Amt = 95 (this only affects the input
sigal, set to taste).

(b)ypass (k)ill A = b
{b)ypass (k)il1 B = b

Any other Config parameters (that you may or may not
have) are tmimportant to this preset, so they're not listed
here for the sake of brevity. Now that the parameters are

properly set up, you should save the preset.

Saving the Preset
1. Press the Edit button, then the Write button.

2. Use the Data Entry knob to select a location for the surf
preset.

3. When you've decided on a location, press the Write
button again.

4. Now using the Data Entry Controls, name your new
preset. I named mine "By The Sea Vee" but you can call it
anything you want (within 16 characters).

5. Press the Write button a final time to complete the save.

For detailed instructions on naming and saving presets,
consult the Storage chapter in that excellently written
Reference Manual. Now that your preset is saved,you can
connect your C.'v'. Pedal, return your audio to normal lis-
tening level, and begin the fun.

Using the C.V. Pedal
The CV Pedal is set up to modulate both the Noise Filter
LowPass Fc and the EQ Gain parameters in the SinelNoise
Gen algorithm at the same time. In the real world, as a
wave crashes, it sotmds louder and it's usually closer to
you. These conditions are emulated by these two
parameters. When you move the C‘lv' Pedal, it gets louder,
and the filter suggests a "closer" sound. Try it. It might be
tricky at first, but you'll soon get the hang of it.

In Closing
I'm sure you'll get some good use from this preset. You
can listen to it alone (no need for expensive toys to plug
in) for an evening of quiet relaxation, or add the surf
sotmd to your cover band's 'v'entures' set (every good
cover band has a Ventures set, righti). If nothing else, you
won't get sunburned from the display.

Bio: Torn Tracy is a self-
lndttlged ethno-nrttsicologist
and lnthier searching for the
ttltitnate how for his yayll
tarnlntr (and a lover of the
parenthetical), hat his
greatest desire is to cross
the valley.
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lnVision Orchestral
Instruments
 

For: ASH. and TS-series instruments (wffull onatvt expansion).
Pro-duct: CUR-S; Orchestral Imttrtonents.
Price: $99.

From: Inlvlision Interactive, Ine., 2445 Faber Place, Suite ll]2, Palo Alto,
CA 94303-3316, phone: 415-S12-TSSD [voice), 415-S12-T336 (fan).

Talk about a busy companyl InVision Interactive has been
a long-time producer of sounds for not only Ensoniq, but
all those lesser brand keyboards as well. These guys are
some pretty heavy hitters; programming was done by TH‘s
own Clark Salisbury wfassistance from Erick Hailstone, so
this is a pretty serious offering. So serious, in fact, you‘d
better go out and make a run on 4 Mb SIMlylS if you
wanna hear these samples: only the Nylon Guitar, Solo
Oboe and some litnited orchestral percussion will load into
an unenpanded ASR. This is distributed by both Ensoniq
and lnVision. This is serious fare here, so let‘s begin.

The Hoses
Yes, fired up the ASR, CD-ROM ID #4, okay, load macro
file first. All macros work fine. Oooh, first selection is
Legato violins at 3813 blocks. Very rich, nice sample
points, patch selects add sub octave, okay, I'm not over-
whelmed. Nest file: a 6'?89 (gulp!) block Lush Strings file.

Yes, now this is the stuff: I can smell the rosin in these
samples. Same patch selects, nice attack, this IS the Bos-
ton Pops, left stage. A 2293 block Piaaicato Strings file
may sound overkill, but to sample a SECTION of piaaicato
and play it back, well, the varying pluck times and various
decay times are on the money. The Orchestral string (4108
blocks) are a verbatim lift from the Terminator 2 Intro
Title soundtrack, simply exceptional...

The real killer here is the 3926 Solo Cello file. Proper
sample points are observed here so that the delay vibrato
doesn't munchkiniae this most glorious sample. Sad to say,
the 1363-block Solo ‘sliolitt doesn't fare as well. If you
want the sante level of quality, you‘ll have to load the
7241 block {aaaiiieeelj Solo Violin 2 sample. Can’t get
both the mondo Cello and Violin into the ASR at the same

Pat Finnigan

time with anything else {@#$%$#), but that's why there‘s
AudioTraeks, I guess.

Of particular notcworthiness is the attention to detail in the
Harp Glissandi banks. Diminished, whole tone, Tths, major
7th ascending and descending glissandi, as well as octave
rolls are represented in sterling accuracy; I haven’t seen
any other collection of this breadth in the harp department
anywhere. I was disappointed the french horn samples had
no representative rips, but at 1504 blocks, I shouldn’t be so
presumptuous; difficult, if not impossible, instrument to
accurately sample at best. The Orchestral Hits & Blasts,
well, there‘re better lifts from the third party, although
these are pretty low caloric, matting out at 1203 blocks, so
there’s room for more. As orch hits are terribly subjective,
I withhold comment...

Winds are well represented, the 3435 Solo Flute being the
star here. Perfect wind noise, an elegant white noise burst
on attack without becoming shake-like, this is the real
thing here! Other emulations suffer the same fate of drop-
ping samples in search for less blocks: use the smaller ones
for ensemble stuff; the Strawberry Fields intro works well
with the 1473 block Piccolo played an octave lower and
saves 2000 blocks over the gorgeous Solo Flute.

I was particularly critical of the Glockenspiel samples
since that’s what I play in our Concert band (I've got to
march with one for the 500 Parade, as well as march a lap
around the Speedway on Race day as well), and yes, the
1333 Lyre Glockenspiel sounds just like what I'll be whal-
ing away on for two and a half miles of left turns this
Memorial day.

The 3013 Orchestral Glockenspiel file is a veritable
Musser 4-octave glock kit, so play it in t.hose ranges artd
it's perfect. Orchestral Percussion (at 6942 blocks) is a
study in tympani accuracy; tambourine, tam-tam and the
usual plethora of percussion is excellently represented
here. Refreshing change from all those @#$%*'t 303 and
303 gated noise files of late. The clarittet and oboe are
sterling: the bassoon suffers from an attack delay, but
that’s probably my own observation: when I play a low Bb



on my bedstick, I hear it immediately, but there's tactile
feedback from the reed that you don't get playing the Bb
ASR key, so it's probably my own interpretive disillusion.

The T164 block brass section is dead on, but again, only in
a limited range. Face it, the odds of 29 trombone, trumpet,
flugelhorn and baritone players playing any chord is only
convincing for about an octave and a 3rd of range: out of
range this is VERY unconvincing. Be wanted: it's the un-
doubted best there is —- in the wrong area it's just another
Brass Section synth patch.

The 6794 Nylon Guitar is a Martin D28 Dreadnought with
replete cavity resonances: there’re three different guitar
files for FF, MP and MP levels: the definitive acoustic
nylon guitar personified.

The Thoma
Witli respect to the quality of sound, none. Glorious
samples, no noise, no DSP quantization noise (zipper
noise), this is THE GOODS. No qualms or complaints.

With respect to usability, let’s talk. Ensoniq, Ensoniq —
unless I copy this CD to a hard disk, I could get rheu-
matism waiting for these samples to load from CD. lt‘s
high time we got the 4X driver written for the neitt O.S.
release, that is, while I still have hair (er, some hair); the
6X CD-ROM driver would be very appreciated in inclusion
with O.S.3.5.X. I'd truly prefer listening to these samples
instead of watching the ASR display shuffle data. We’ve
got to be able to get these big awesome samples into our
instruments sometime today. Then again, with 850 Mb
SCSI drives under $200, copying CDs to hard disk is a vi-
able, yet labor intensive, option. Maybe it's time for

POWER architecture on a 604E rurming an Ensoniq OS
emulator. The 601 was an eitperirnent, remember?

The Deal
Ensoniq raises the bar again on high quality samples for
the masses. The CDR-8 CDROM may not be a Digi-
design-enhanced DDD Kenny Iager ‘Violin. library: it's not
$1200 either. For that reason, this CD wins, absolutely,
positively, hands down. I'll gripe about load times, but try
and load a 32'Mb Emulator,tPeaveyi'Roland sample file and
do lunch while you wait. We’re at that point in sample
technology where the ASR is used for verbatim accuracy
in the lead mi:-t, over wavetable synth beds of emulation.
We want, to quote the Eagle’s "Life In The Fest Lane,"
"Everything, All the Tints.“ But an ASR-S3 and a couple
of ASR racks, fully ertpanded to the gills, is a virtual or-
chestra. I remember cabling up a Mirage and S Mirage
racks, thinking how cool this was; Ensoniq designed the
EPS, which was 8 Rack Mirages in a single box (if you
could get the $'t'00 4 Mb e:-tpansion) and redefined the
synfltisamplerisequencer standard in 13-bit accuracy.

It’s become apparent that the sounds drive the engine: with
quality like this it's painfully apparent (especially to the
competition) that Ensoniq IS the leader in the sample
marketplace, and, well, I pity their competition. Again, a
new standard from Ensoniq and Inlfision sates the Ensoniq
masses for dead accurate orchestral instruments in keeping
with their affordable policy. A welcome addition to the
biggest library in the industry, and one of the most ac-
curate orchestral renditions you’1l find at 6X the price.

Put in on the top shelf... -

Sequence Skating
Okay, you’ve got a free hour: no distractions, no chores, no
kids to bug you, a whole hour to spend on yourself. So you
fire up your trusty Ensoniq SQVFXSDTSKTKS synth to
begin a little sequencing. Let's see here, setup some tracks,
route some FX, poof, there’s an intro. Create a new se-
quence, set up tracks, route some FX, poof, there's the
verse. Create a new sequence, set up tracks, route some FX,
poof, there’s my chorus. Seems like I’m stuck in some
kinda loop here, eh’? OOPS! There's the doorbell, here's

Pat Finnigart

the kids, there's the lawnmower; that hour just went up in
what seemed like 15 minutes.

No, this has never happened to me, either. lust as I'm about
to chain the song together the World calls to let you know
time's up. And it's particularly frustrating because it'll take
you another day to get another free hour, the majority of
that hour to try and return to the same semblance of
mindset you beheld writing those sequences {as if you can



ever get back), and, if you're not careful, will forget to save
them to disk and lose them anyway. ooo....here's an
avoidance strategy to maximize that hour...

(A) Create your first sequence SLATE! Assign instruments,
tracks, tempo, meter, etc. Then assign Effects. I regularly
default to the Chorus dz Reverb algorithm and route instru-
ments accordingly, since chances are I'm gonna use the
chorus for EPs, pads, and sectional instruments while the
remainder will receive some kinda reverb wash. I can fine
tune that later through the busses. Will take 'i'-12 minutes.

(B) Copy this sequence at least 10-12 times in numeric
order. If you're using a ‘VFX variant, copy it 12 times so it
fills 2 6-sequence pages: if an SQJKS variant, copy it 10
times to fill a bank. Don't worry about names yet: you can
edit that in after you've recorded the note data, okay‘! Will
take 2-3' minutes. Still with me‘!

(C) Return to "Sequence 1." Record your intro. Title your
sequence "Intro."

(D) Advance to "Sequence 2." Record your verse. Title
your sequence "Verse."

(E) Advance to "Sequence 3." Record your chorus. Title
your sequence "Chorus."

Beginning to see a pattern here (or am I just stuck in a
loopi).

(F) Repeat steps C thru E to taste. Before you run out of
blank "sequences," copy the last blank to another 10-12
locations (if required).

(G) Chain your sequences together in the "Create Song"
menu-warp. Add Song tracks if desired.

(I-1) Open your favorite adult beverage and enjoy while
simultaneously pressing "Play." After all, you still have
nine minutes left to kill...

The key here is net to reinvent the wheel every sequence.
And make mine Grand Marnier up with a Perrier back... -

Bic: Pat Finnigan is a tech support person for Rasterfips.
He still ttses a B-3 for a keyboard stand and watches the
alpha channel.

TAKE conrnot or A TRANSWAVE.
Experience something you've never heard - something you've never felt. The WAVEBOY

_ ___ TRANSWAUE Sound Library uses a unique feature of Ensoniq samplers: transwave loop
_ _ _ modulation. Transwaves bring dramatic, dynamic modulation to the usually static world of
~ -1* samplers. They can capture the dripping sweep of a resonant filter, subtle pulse-width mod,

. or the organic morphing between vocal sounds. {This is synthesis; there are no pianos.)
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_ While normal samples can only be a "stil| photo" of a sound, each Transwave is a series of
-_ -‘t' 123 "frames that go together like a movie to create motion. That motion is under your

it _ t control. As you move the wheel, the filter sweeps, as you bang the keys harder, the Flvl
"_ _ barks, when you change the envelope decay time, the morph happens faster.

._ _ ; -- phase-alignment process to assure smooth and clickless modulation. Accept no substitute -
ft" ' insist on genuine WAUEBDY Trarrswaves.For AER-10 and BB, TS-10 and 12, EP5-16 PLUS.

F ,
' The waves in this sound library have been painstakenly manufactured using a computerized

.__ fl
WAv|zB0Y TRANSWAVE Souno LIBRARY

h_ -_ which covers editing of Transwaves for your own devious purposes. Overseas add $6. To
='_\ The Price is only $50, which includes EB sounds on 5 disks, includes shipping, and a manual
fin

ta‘,'1,‘ H order, send a check or money order, or call or tax to pay by VISA or Mastercard. WAVEBOY
" Industries P.O. Box 2:33 Paoli, PA 19301 USA tel: 610-251-0552 fax: B10-405-80?8
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Case: for

Ensoniq
Now available direct from factory {except in current dealer

areas) our full line of ATA cases Category I and II

Keyboards: EPS, EPS-16 PLUS, VFX, VFX-sd,
SQ-S0, SQ-1, SQ-1+, SQ-2

Module rack eases: 3-space, 4-space, 5-space, 6-space.
[2-space racks available with surface
mount hardware only )

Mention the {THj code nurnber 839 when inquiring to 5h"""'"= 4'5l‘““'-" “wk with EPS45 PLUS '"“d“1‘i=
receive our specialfactory direct pricing.

CALL US AT 1-B00-637-6635
3:00 ant to 4:30 pm CT, Mon. - Fri.

We accept: COD, Visa, Mastercard, American Express.
Dealer Inquiries Welcome!

2-space rack, Eagle-I IFFK-sd case
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Sound Clips for System Events
When I first loaded Windows 95 late last fall, 1 was
greeted by a new-agey sound written by the venerable
Brian Eno. It was called "The Microsoft Sound" and was
very ambient and rather wistful -- as would be expected. I
thought it was pretty cool, but it was the only sound on my
PC worth attaching to system events. I proceeded to
search arotmd the Internet for other sounds to attach. I
found some Star Wars dialog (Darth Vader saying, "All
too easy," R2D2 saying, "As you wish, my Master"). I
downloaded a few of these and attached them to different
system events such as opening a file or minimizing a win-
dow. I also found many music clips, but these were songs
and didn't really work in the context of being attached to
an event.

Before long, I became bored with these clips and decided
to attempt writing something of my own to give my PC a
personal touch and sat down to my trusty ESQ-1 to do a

Duane Fryharger

little diddling. (My system also includes a Roland U-110,
a Mirage and a Roland TR-505 drunt machine.) I wrote a
few little melodies about 4-8 bars long. Then I wrote a
few segments in more of a "film score" style. I later found
that the melodic clips didn't really work that well — the
"film score" pieces were ideal for this project. I put
together about 10 sequences each lasting from 5-10
seconds in playing time. I recorded them to DAT using a
metronome count-off so that recording to my hard drive
would be easier. I then plugged my DAT irtto my Sound
Blaster 16 sound card and recorded them to my hard drive
using Wirtdows 95 built-in Sound Recorder program. It
was then a simple matter to attach these events to different
sounds in my Operating System.

When I first put up my page on the World Wide Web to
showcase my music, I decided to offer these clips for
downloading as an incentive to visit my site. I needed a



conversion program for my sound clips which were in
WAY format. I also had four sound clips from two of my
albums in WAY‘ format that I wanted users on other plat-
forms to be able to download. After some searching, I set-
tled on Cool Edit (http:,l,lwww.Synt1'il1ium.cornJ'), which is
a way cool shareware program for $25.00 — worth more
than twice the price. This program allowed me to easily
convert my WAY files into AIFF and AU format to ac-
commodate MAC and Sunlhlext users. I simply loaded a
sound and then "exported" it to my hard drive in the new
format. This program also made it really sitnple to edit un-
wanted silence at the start of clips and to "fade out" my
album clips. This last little bit was a really nice touch as
many sotmd clips downloaded from the 'Net end in a very
harsh, abrupt manner. The fades gave my clips a profes-

sional, polished sotmd.

I ended up with seven clips to attach to different events.
My Internet Service Provider allows me I0 Mbytes of
storage for my Web page and the seven clips plus four
album clips, each in three different formats, takes up over
seven Mbytes. By the way, I only pay $15.00 a month for
unlimited Intemet access plus the Web page --— not a bad
investment for showcasing my music to a potential
audience of millions. -

Bio: Duane Fryharger is a composer living in San Fran-
cisco. He records under the name, "Pangaea World Or-
chestra" and his latest album is "On the High Road." His
IJIWW address is http.-ltnrww.creative.netl-duane.

How Sounds Work
Pctrt XVIII: Wurlitzers

It was a gift, really, the heavy, rectangular chip-wood
finish coffee table-like object that sits next to my other
keyboard equipment. It was one of the most beautiful
things I had ever seen at the time, all levers and tubes and
fabulous fifties kitsch (only a blind man could appreciate
the aesthetics of that natural sawdust colored finish). It has
proved to be a bit of a burden since. The 1956 lhlurlitzer
112A (with dubious interior modifications) was in a state
of high disrepair. Its original hardware, dusty and rusty
and far overdue for replacement, was charming in a philo-
sophical, nostalgic way, but quite unhelpful when you
tried to tum it on and actually play it. Senility has cor-
roded its contacts, thrown its tuning into orbit, and dulled
the wamt glow of its tubes. It is but a shadow of its former
self.

Luckily it was given to me for free, in the hopes that I
could at the very least give it a good home irt which to live
out the twilight days of its life. My duty, then, has been to
keep it in at least one piece tmtil I can dig up enough
money to pay for the countless number of repairs that
might give it a new life. Made poor and humble by student
life, I have for the time being put my dreams on hold, and
the old Wurlitzer remains on life support.

However, there are reasons why I occasionally come back
and still play it. Despite its weaknesses it still retains that
old sound: warm but biting, slightly thinner and more

Mark Cltfton

naive than a Rhodes, and always able to cut through an old
Rock N' Roll mix with more spirit than its more respect-
able counterpart. And yes, it does reward heavy playing,
with a crisper and more distorted "spank" than a Rhodes
offers. Mellow and sophisticated a Rhodes is, of course,
but its muddiness can weigh down the brighter blend of a
Rock band. If you want to get funkdafied, you need that
Wurli sound. And since that sound remains intact, even in
that old codger of mine, 1 have used it to translate to the
SQ-1 some custom Wurlitzer patches of my own, one of
which, "Whir1y," we will spend this month dissecting.

"Whirly" is a little mellower, even more Rhodes-like, than
your usual conurrercial Wurlitzer patches, which usually
lean toward the thin and harsh. The real thing does tend to
sound thin and quite trebly, but let's not forget that toasty
tube goodness that they share with other vintage equip-
ment, a treat not really captured in samples that must be
experienced first hand. For this I have toned down the bite
a bit, and in the process porked up the body. This sound
will cut and fill.

Oscillators 1 and 2 supply the main body of the sotmd,
with the ELEC P1“-IO 2 wave providing attack and rounded
sustain and ELEC PNO 1 (seemingly a sample of a real
Pfurly) providing the teeth. Both of these are expansion
waves, so if you've just moved back from Siberia and
have never expanded yotu' SQ, you're out of luck. The



third oscillator provides an obligatory DIG PNO GRIT
wharnnly on hard attacks. This sounds...okay, but it really
doesn’t match the staticy quality of a W’s growl. so you
may want to mess with this a bit.

The full and muted tone of this patch can be traced to the
filters, which on all three oscillators are set to Lo,i'Lo-pass
combinations with frighteningly low cutoffs. If you want
to brighten the sound a bit, raise the cutoffs, particularly
on Oscillator 3. Also of note are the extreme keyboard
tracking settings on each filter. These basically narrow
down the timbres of each element until they fit into the
range they belong, creating a lively and evolving tone as
you run your fingers across the keyboard. You will find it
hollow and reedy in the lower range, warm and tubby in
the middle and thin and tinkley in the high range. Nothing
really spectacular in the AMP envelope section, except
that the hard attack of the ELEC PNO 2 wave has been
softened somewhat. Wurlitzer attacks do tend to be kind
of chiffy.

The only thing I couldn‘t really accurately reproduce on
this one is the vibrato, which (as it is the “cheap model")
is conspicuously absent on the 112 that I happen to own.

Since the population begins to thin at this age, I had none
of the other more advanced models around for an AIB
comparison, so I just slapped on a wheel-controlled
Rhodes-like volume vibrato. If any of you have another
model of Wurly and can formulate a- more accurate vibrato
patch on the SQ, I invite you to send it in to the Hooker.
The sounds offered here, after all, should be looked at
more as “beta” versions than a final product, subject to
refinement and debugging by the reader until a truly per-
fect finished piece is achieved. The letters section is a
good forum for small improvements, the Hoérlterpotches
perfect for major overhauls. I encourage you to build on
these sotmdsl

The icing is a slight, Warm Chamber reverb that is not too
intrusive and can be removed with a tap of the footpedal.

That old Wurlitzer still has tales to tell, and maybe one
day I'll be able to get it back on its feet and swinging.
Until then, we'll spend nest time trying to concoct an
electric guitar patch that you can actually present to your
string wanking friends without hurting your pride. in

Bio: Merl: Clfion is one bod nrotiro-(shat yo’ month).
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Zip-ily How-To-Do Du
Someone reminded me of what removable hard drives cost
a while back. So I pulled out the original receipt (I still
have it — it's tax time. and I have all my receipts out for
access}, and was shocked at that I paid $1600 for a 44-Mb
Syquest and 4 cartridges! Wow. Each Cart was $120.

The Iomega ZipDrive is a highly popular removable drive
of modern times (i.e. the last year). Check these prices out
— about $200 for the drive with a cartridge, and each
cartridge is under $20 per I00-lvlb ZipDiskl Slightly lower
pricing, wouldn't you say? Actually, the Ensoniq SCSI in-
terface is more expensive than the ZipDrive. (Attention
3rd Party companies — could this be a revenue oppor-
tunity?)

I recommend the ZipDrive as my #1 choice for a hard
drive for the ASR-10 or TS-10,112. But that doesn't mean
the drive has no eccentricities. (That's probably why I like
it...). It does!

The ZipDrive is a derivative of the popular 230-Mb Ber-
noulli produced by Iomega. Iomega has some pretty bril-
liant marketing experts, if you ask me. They simply put
the thin floppy-like magnetic media that occupies the Ber-
noulli, put it into a 3.5 casing that resembles — yes. a
floppy disk. They used modem techniques to pack the film
with denser magnetic particles, increasing the storage to
100 megabytes. They then developed a "cute" drive
mechanism, with a convenient infout mechanism and
small sine, and marketed it with colorful schemes etc, and
all of a sudden it's a mainstream hit. (I even heard the the
second most desirable item listed in Vogue magazines'
end-of-the-year list (1995) was ZipDisks... now, they
aren't that cute).

As far as Ensoniq equipment goes, the ZipDrive works
with the ASR-10183 and the TS-10,ll2, and with the
16-Plus with some considerations {see below). DiskTracks
work fairly well, surprisingly. I am describing this some-
what vaguely, because from the responses I get. some
people have problems, but some swear by it and use the
system to a great length. Perhaps it's how hard you push
it.

Okay, let's get to the meat. There are some quirks inherent
with the ZipDrive that we've found only through ex-

Garth Hjalte

perience. And since we don't want to have you stumbling
in the dark either, here they are.

FonnatFoe
Imagine this. A person buys a ZipDrive. It comes with a
cable, wall-wart, driver software, instructions, and a FREE
SOFTWARE ZipDisk called the ZipTools. Since he
doesn't want to use the Zipljlrive on his computer, he tries
to format the ZipTools disk on his ASR-10, and he gets a
DISK WRITE PROTECTED error message. Problem is,
the ZipDisk way of write-protecting is with a small crystal
thing to the lower left comer of the disk. There isn't any
physical means of taking off the write-protection! So he
gets all mad, kicks the cat. comes back the next day.

What the poor guy will find out is that the only way to
format the disk that comes with the ZipDrive is to install
the ZipDrive and ZipTools software on a computer, and do
what they call a Long-Format. It erases the password that
is on the ZipDisk, and removes the write-protection. Then
he can format the ZipTools disk. [Or he can get the En-
soniq Disk Manager, which can do all that too.)

Further Format Foe
He then tries to format the formatted Zip-Tools disk, and
finds that the Busy light on the ZipDrive_merely blinks
once, and the ASR-10 flashes FORSLATTING for a while,
and then says DISK NOT RESPONDING. He tries it
again and gets the same message. He kicks his cat again,
and comes back the next day (pretty temperamental per-
son).

Upon a call to Ensoniq or RCS or other, he finds this out:
Iomega changed the firmware [the information stored on
chip in the ZipDrive itself) around IuIyr'September 1995
that affected the FORMAT SCSI UNIT command that in-
structs the ZipDrive to start formatting. Iomega is very
protective of its creation, and use proprietary drivers in
PC,lMac's for control, which IMHO is very inconvenient.
Because of this driver thing, when Iomega changed the
FORMAT SCSI UNIT command it didn't affect anyone.
except us — the Ensoniq users.

The new Zip's started hitting the streets, and after some



ASR users bought some, they found that the new PCi'Mac
formatted disks they bought wouldn't format. Finally,
Gary Giebler and some other folks discovered the
problem, and asked Iomega to fix it. Surprisingly, they
did, and the new drives are presently hitting the streets
now.

However, the exact serial numbers of the affected drives,
nor a start serial number of the new drives, is not avail-
able, so your best bet is to just get a drive and try it. If it
doesn't work, just call Iomega at (S01) 629-T630 (or fax
them — actually, we've always gotten busy signals, so we
fax them at (S01) ITS-3461), mention the code "A,1"v'" and
they'll give you a RMA# number and replace the drive for
free. From what I've heard, they've really lived up to the
deaL

Furthermore Format Foe
After getting a new cat (he kicked the other one a little too
hard), he comes back and tries to format the the ZipTools
disk, and all he gets is that the Busy light on the ZipDrivc
merely blinks once, and the ASR-I0 then shows FILE
OPERATION ERROR. He then shoots his cat, and comes
back a couple months later (with probationary release
from jail for animal abuse). He finds out that when he at-
tempted to format the PC-Forrnatted ZipDisk on the
"defective" ZipDrive, he erased some critical sectors on
the Z.ipTools disk, thus making it a "nothing" disk, if you
will. This can also happen if you turn off the EPSIASR
while formatting, or unplug a SCSI cable while format-
ting. You must have a formatted (PC, Mac, or other)
ZipDisl-t in the ZipDrive for it to work with Ensoniq
equipment. What the man must do is to Long-Format it
again with the computer, and then format it with the
ASR-'10 (or use the Giebler Ensoniq Dist: Marragsr to for-
mat it within the computer). Then he'll have a working
ZipDrive.

You'll notice that there are no unformatted ZipDisks sold.
but you can "unformat" them by using a "defective"
ZipDrive, turning off the ZipDrive or EPSIASR while for-
matting, or unplugging the SCSI cable.

In recap, here are the format principles:

1) Certain ZipDrives use a non-standard FORMAT SCSI
UNIT command, necessitating you replace the drive to
format it correctly.

2) Your Ziplllisk must be formatted correctly before you
can format it in Ensoniq format (does that make sense'?).

3) You cannot format the ZipTools disk unless you
remove the write-protection with a computer, using the
Long-Format function or the Giebler Ensoniq Disk Man-
agar.

It's Gotta Be In
For Ensoniq gear to recognise the ZipDrive upon boot-up,
you must have a ZipDisk in the drive. Otherwise, it does
not negotiate with the Ziplllrive nor any other device
physically beyond the Zipllirive in the SCSI chain.

Turn Off to Turn On
Remember, with all SCSI peripherals, when you make
changes such as termination onioff, or SCSI 5 or 6, or
even after you have an error with the EPSIASRITS. you
must turn the ZipDrive off and then on again, and reboot
the EPSIASRITS. This amounts to unplugging the Zip-
Drive, since there is no power switch on the tmit.

Only Two, Only Two
The ZipDrive can only be set the SCSI #5 or #6. That
usually is not a problem, you can set your other peri-
pherals to other settings. But it also means you can only
have two ZipDrives on your system. Too bad.

16-Plus Approved

Ensoniq does not have the Z.ipDrive "approved" for the
16-Plus. But that doesn't mean you can't make it work —
with a little work.

The SCSI buss is a "powered" buss in the sense that it
needs the data flowing in the correct voltages for the
devices to recognise them. The termination buss line is
one of these, and usually the initiator (in our case, the
EPSIASRITS) supplies the correct power to the termina-
tion buss. Neither the 16-Plus nor the ASR nor the TS
supply that power, unfortunately.

However, the ZipDrive is recognized and will interchange
data (read and write) with the ASR and the TS perfectly,
when it is hooked up as the only SCSI device in the chain,
but the 16-Plus can recognize but not interchange data
with a ZipDrive. That's a problem. But according to our
experience, once you supply power to the termination buss
from an external source {this can be another drive on the
system, or an externally powered terminator such as the
SCSI Sentry), the lo-Plus could conceivably rnarry the
Ziplllrive, and be recognized and interchange data. [That's



a joke...) In more serious words. it works. Even though the
ASR is does not supply term power. it seems to work with
the ZipDrive because of its opto-isolation features {the ap-
parent reason why it costs $150 more).

25 or 50 to Cable
The Ziplflrive has a DB-25 jack connection with the SCSI
chain. the same one as the EPSIASRITS. 25-to-25 cables
are not innnediately available. and cost a little more
usually.

ZZZZZZZZZleeping
The Zip has a “sleep-mode" built into. which it spins
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down after a default time of fifteen minutes of not access-
ing the drive. This is a good thing. since it makes it easy
on the drive and media. but a bad thing in that neat time
you try to access the drive. it has to "wake-up" giving the
access a 2-second lag. If you have a computer. you can
change the time between 1 minute and 30 minutes. but
when the Ziplltrive is hooked to the Ensoniq. it‘s always
15 minutes.

It's an EZ comparison
Syquest used to be the King of the removable drive
market. but it seems that Iomega has taken the crown
away. Syquesfs competing drive is the EZ-135. Here‘s a
comparison list:

1 1

Comments
No big deal

EZ’s better. but isn't the point of removable
storage is that you can increase the siae by
buying more carts‘? What’s the use of bigger
carts? Perhaps longer songs on DiskTracks.

The Zip’s hattdier. if you ask me.

Since I sell both. I’ve never had to send
back a Zip. but I've sent baek 40% of
the EZs. That‘s just my perception.

The EZ-135 fits in any 3.5 drive bay. air
though the SCSI version is always sold in
a e:-tternal boa. The Zip has a non-standard
casing. but then it‘s a cool one.

The EZ is twice as fast as the Zip. although
you probably won’t notice it.

The Zip has the intelligent caching
feature of most Iomega drives. This is
why the Zip will do DiskTracks. evert
though it.’s too slow. A good way of saying
this is “The Zip is slower and smarter. the
EZ is faster and dumber."

The EZ cart seems more fragile. and clatters
when you handle it. The ZipDisl-t is tight and
takes lots of abuse.

Since neither drive has been around fer too
long. who knows‘? But since the Zip is based
on just magnetic film technology. it's
suspect to errors after 3-4 years. while the
EZ will last a little longer. Reigning king of
long—term storage is magneto-optical.



Final Note
These are the facts as well as I know them; however. there
have been a couple of ertceptions to the rule based on what
I have heard. but could not substantiate. I have tested up-
ward of 100 Zipllrives. and done numerous experiments.
so that’s what this article is based on.

If you are looking for a hard drive for your ASR. get the
ZipDrive. It‘s the best bang for the buck. Although the
DiskTracks performance is not as good as say the Ber-
noulli 230. in my humble opinion. you should concentrate
on digital recording with a computer or dedicated system
inn;- 1 l—| — 

anyway. since the ASR digital recording system is an
add-on to a overdriven processor as it is. -

Bio: Garth Hjelte is one cf the
gays around Rat:-nher Chicken
Software. art Ensoniq-hatchery
arrtt. He tallies pride in the fact
that RCS is located irt the town
that the head of the Internet
Society was born in.

DP 4 Custom Configs
Port I — Design and Preparation

It may well be that many users of the DP!-4 only use the
factory prograrmned config presets. or minor edits thereof.
to get the effects processing they require. In a lot of cases
this method will generally get you fairly close to what you
want to achieve. but it is no replacement for a custom-
built config that gives you er-tactly what you want. It is
well worth learning how to program configs because they
are the key to getting the most out of the DPI4.

Of course many of us who feel that they would rather
spend their time playing music than button-pushing and
knob-turning. myself included. might think that designing
and programming a completely new config would not be
worth the investment of time required. However. I hope to
show you that this isn't the case and that by following
through a set list of stages you can quickly learn to pro-
gram your own config presets and find out more about the
capabilities of the DPI4 at the same time.

For the purposes of this article I am assuming some
knowledge of how the select and edit modes of the DP!-1
are used so that I don’t have to mention every single but-
ton push. I also assume that you have a rough idea of how
configs work (you certainly should have if you own or
regularly use a DP.l4l).

Stage 1: Design Plan
Now I know that the term "design plan" tends to present

Steve Byhttrst

visions of reams and reams of paper with tons of scribbles
on. but it doesn’t always mean spending ages writing out
detailed plans. As with any design project it is well worth
sitting down with pen and paper (or keyboard and word
processor) and working out er-tactly what you want to
achieve. This stage is important because just taking a few
minutes to actually think through what you need can save
a lot of wasted time later when it comes to using those
digits on programming buttons and knobs.

Apart from making clear to yourself what the general pur-
pose of the effects processing is. in relation to program-
ming config presets there are several key questions you
need to ask yourself. They go something like this:

(a) Which effectsfalgoritltms do I need to have? Check in
the manual to remind you of what is available.

(b) Can l make use of multi-effect algorithms‘? Using one
of these may free up room for additional effects without
losing any flexibility. Despite constant use of the DPI4 I
still find that I forget that some algorithms contain useful
little eatras like EQ and noise gates.

(c) How do I want the inputs to be configured? This
depends very much on how many sound sources you have
and whether you want to process mono or stereo inputs.
Again. check with the manual to remind yourself of the
various input configurations available.



(d) How do I want the outputs to be configured‘? This
mainly depends on the way your system is set up. In the
majority of cases outputs will be assigned to one stereo
pair but all four outputs may be required if you have your
DPI4 routed to a mixer.

(e) How do I want the individual units to be routed to one
another? You should work out which links. parallel. serial.
or feedback. will be needed between each of the units.

(f) How do I want to set the parameters of the algorithms I
have chosen‘? Consider the settings of parameters like mix.
volume. depth of effect. modulation. etc. You only need to
roughly think this through at this point as tweaking will
almost certainly be needed at a later stage.

(g) Will I need the bypass status of each of the units to be
set to bypass or kill‘? This may be important. especially if
you are setting up a config that will be controlled over
MIDI to turn individual unit effects on and off.

Working through these questions will force you to make
initial programming decisions which. even though you
may change them later. will give you a firm base to start
with.

Now gear yourself up for the start of button-pushing!

Stae 2: Preparation
First. just a quick reminder of what a config actually does.
A config is a type of preset which. when selected. loads
tmit presets into the fern units. sets up the signal routing
between the units. and reconfigures the inputs and outputs
of the DP!-4. There are a total of 100 presets containing 50
RAM locations in which to store your own creations and
50 selectable ROM presets. Any of the I00 presets can be
used as a base for programming new configs by changing
the unit presets it uses (and therefore the algorithms they
contain) and)‘or altering the parameters of the config itself.
Like the unit presets it is then saved by writing over one
of the existing RAM locations.

The very first thing to do is to check that you don‘t al-
ready have a config preset that matches your design plan.
It is tmliltely that you will find a perfect match (hopefully
you won‘t have gone to all the trouble of writing a design
plan only to find that what you want was there all the
timel). but you might find a preset which is not too far off
your plan to use as a base for editing. If you do find one
you have to decide which way to go: edit or start from
scratch.

Remember that even though a config may contain the unit
presets you want. you may still need to significantly
change the config and algorithm parameters. I have found
that it is usually easier and less confusing to go for the
“start from scratch" option. especially when there are very
useful config templates in ROM just waiting to be put into
edit mode [as you will see in part two).

Whichever route you choose. before starting to edit your
config preset template it is helpful to make sure that you
have the right unit presets ready to be loaded into it. This
is because other programming is best done after the
process of selecting a unit preset or presets for the config.

The type of unit preset(s) you are able to select will
depend on the type of source config you will be using. A 1
source config can only select 4 tmit presets. a 2 sotuce
config selects only 2 unit presets. a 3 source config selects
1 or 2 unit presets. and 4 source configs only 1 unit
presets. Although you can change individual unit presets
in edit mode after you have selected them in a config. it
makes things easier if the correct ones are in there to start
with.

New check that you have ROMIRAM unit presets which
contain the algorithms you require. Factory programmed 1
unit presets cover all the different algorithm types. but you
may not find all the combinations you need for 2 or 4 unit
presets. If this is the case you will need to edit existing
presets and then update them ready for use by your config.
At this stage don't worry about programming the algo-
rithm parameters. just make sure you have the right al-
gorithms saved in the right type of rmit preset.

There is just one more thing to mention. If you are not
able to save presets to a computer librarian. and are there-
fore dependent on intemal RAM for storage. make sure
that you identify presets which you will not mind writing
over. When the time comes to save your new presets you
don’t want to lose old ones which you may have wanted to
keep.

Hope to see in part two where I will go on to look at the
config parameters themselves. algorithm programming.
and testing of the finished config. Bye for now. -

Bio: Steve Bynurst is a thirty-sornetlring British composer
of electronic music who is quite adamant that his corn-
positions should not be classed as “New Age."



HACKER BASETM ENT;
William Holt Penninger, Jr. , The Hunger
Arnold Methes, Jorctn lngvolclsen, Jouko Kentole, The Bros. Ryan

 

Tapes: Fdt=rntiv {c} 1992 tit. The Coyote, the Scorpion ti: the
Goat to toss.
Artist: The lvlinistry for the Absorption of Protohumans, Androids &
Cyborgs {aka "Ni]1ia1n Holt Penninger, Ir.).
Contact Info: Creative Musician's Coalition, lD‘24 W ‘Wilcox Ave,
Peoria, IL 61504, phone: (309) 635-4E'Ir'E.
Equipment: Ensoniq ESQ-1, Roland MT-32, Yamaha TXEIZ, Yamaha
TG-33, Brother PDC-l DU.

I immediately knew I was going to like William Holt Pen-
ninger, .Tr.: anyone who includes James Joyce in his list of
influences is automatically on my top ten list. Add to that
a slew of letters after his name (as if Ir. weren't enough,
or perhaps to compensate for it?), including a B.S. in crea-
tive writing from lvI.I.T., a law degree and M.B.A. from
Tulane, and a Masters in maritime law... well, here is one
interesting fellow. William's tape The Accessihte Pen-
ningcr was reviewed here in the Hacker back in November
1992 (TH #89). I refer you to that article for more back-
grotutd information on his philosophy and musical jour-
ney.

Like Joyce, you can‘t hurry through Pemtinger, the man or
his work (try blurting out "The Ministry for the Absorp-
tion of Protohttntans, Androids ti: Cyhorgs"). He makes
you slow down, not because his music is always slow,
mind you -— there are some extremely fast arpeggiated
roller coaster rides — but because his focus is contagious,
and it takes you inward, far from the realm of fax
machines and ISDN lines, and also outward, where you
imagine the music that the stars and planets could
produce. If I absolutely must categorize this music, words
like “prog new age lite industrial" come to mind.

Snippets from “Fat-ntdv".- "Irresistible Intpatse" uses
wonderful jaaa voicings on string pads over a relentless
train beat, building tension like a Pat lvletheny song; like
that, uh, "irresistible impulse." "Audio Porn" is an in-
dustrial dreamscape, like a visit to a haunted toy store in
the Biatierttnner era.

From “The Coyote, the Scorpion dz the Goat" (the title
refers to creatures actually sighted in or around Pen-
rtinger’s house): The opening cut "Down In Ftantcs" in-
troduces us to a different dimension of Penninger

composition: more regal, with a somewhat classical feel
due to orchestral voicings. “New Age Tax & Spend" is a
rollicking metaphorical ride through the political
machinery. "Teieditaonic Ritttat #39." In William's own
words: “This is music for one of the rituals of virtual sex."
(“G-ne of” the rituals? Bill, do you know something we
don't?!) This is classic Perminger new-age prog rock, with
dueling synths trading fours (or fivesl).

From a technical standpoint, I was at times amazed at the
quality of the sotmds Penninger wrings out of what some
might consider dinosaur synths, a reminder that the need
to have the latest gear is pathological. Seek treatment.

Daniel Mandcl‘s original assessment is still apropos: "Mr.
Penninger wins the award for voluminous." The word fits:
this guy bleeds music, and it‘s obviously the outlet for his
life energy.

 

Cl): Grip (c) 1993.
Artist: The Hunger.
Contact Info: Randy Spain, Gut Records, 2614 Anicc, Houston, TX
TTD39, phone: (T131445?-1028.
Equipment: Ensoniq EPS, EPS-16+, ESQ-1, Yamaha DIX-1 1, FB~Ul,
Roland U-220, D-550, Juno toe, Moog Rouge, Ubcrheirn Matrix llllllll,
Fostex 16 track, Mackic 241:3, Lexicon, Alcsis, Roland and Yamaha out-
board gear, lvlac Classic with lvlaster Trax, Atari lfidflst with SMPTE
Track.

“ _ ' _ "" -1 I

If you like Skinny Puppy, Led Zeppelin, Information
Society, and love stylishly radical, ballsy guitars up front,
but don't like The Hunger... then you've got a problem.
These guys can rock the house. The temptation is to class-
ify this ambitious, high-voltage band as "dance," but The
Hnnger’s versatility crosses the boundaries. Their remix of
Bad Company’s "Feet Like Making Love" is pop enough
for Top 40, but the hard rockin‘ chainsaw guitar pumping
open fifths in "Dangerous Weapon" smacks you right in
the snot locker. They describe themselves as a “techno
rock" band, but their versatility extends from early Peter
Gabriel-ish experiments (“Cornntanication Breakdown")
to raxor-sharp quantized euro-dance (“Work Song ").

With three of the five band members playing keyboards,
The Hunger is a shoe-in for the Basement Tapes Hail of
Fame. This Houston-based band is doing everything right,



riding the wave of their success onto the Billboard charts
(their single "Shoot To Kill" was number 38 back in ’9l).
And no wonder: their promo pack is top-notch, chock full
of professionally executed letters, sharp copies of press
releases and favorable reviews, and a great-looking 8:-tlfl.
"Grip" was recorded at guitarist Stephen Bogle‘s home
studio, using virtual tracks for all the MIDI stuff and free-
ing up 15 tracks for big-time vocal and guitar tracking.
Production quality is flawless. The album is very vocal
oriented with rich, thick overdubs, and is filled with excel-
lent, stylish rock compositions. The Hunger exhibits
wonderful use of keys for camping and FX, but leaves
plenty of room for Mr. Bogle to rant and rave on his
guitar. Imagine that in a band with three keyboard players!
My only complaint with this project is the paper cut I got
under my thumbnail trying to peel their band logo sticker
off the cover of their promo brochure. For a study of a
band that is on the right uack career-wise, or to add a gem
to your rock collection, check out The Hunger, and get a
"Grip"!

Short Takes:

Tapes: Jungle Concrete {p} 1993 dc Avenue of the Gods {c} 1992.
Artist: Arnold lvlathes.
Contact Info: 2’l5IIl Homecrest Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11235, phone: (713)
645-3214.
Equipment: Ensoniq SQ-BU, Yamaha RY-3'1], EMS VCS3, Roland
SI-I-llll, Minimoog, Yamaha TX-S13, Casiotone MT-Tl], Grundig Satel-
lite 651] Shortwave Radio, Yamaha SPX-PU, Digitech EDS Time

Machine, Deltslah Effectron, Fostex Model Si} B-track, Sony digital VCR
for mastering, Tascam M-2llE ll-channel mixer.

"Jungle Concrete" and “Avenue of the Gods" are works
of what I would call sci-fi sotmdtracks with a social con-
science. Mathes' artistic intent seems to be the expression
of futuristic moods, but with periodic comic relief through
the use of whimsical narrations. "Avenue" is the more
polished of the two tapes (".lungle" used only the SQ-80
for its synth source), offering a thicker soundscape
through layering more modules. Low point: "Central Con-
trol .lt'g's“ relentlessly irritating, chewing-gtun-cornrner-
cial melody. High points: the haunting mood created by an
air-raid siren in the backgound, and the narration opening
"Kostnih Kortcluit" copped from a financial seminar tape!

CD: Reunion {cl 1993.
Artist: Ioran Ingvaldserl.

Contact Info: Smedplassu. TC, Ttillll Levanger, Norway.
Equipment: Ensoniq SQ-1, SD-1, TS-1I'J, EPS-16+, Akai sampler.

"Reunion" is a collection of Christian pop tunes and rock
ballads by Norwegian Joran Ingvaldsen, featuring tasty
guitar work by Olav Teigen and a menagerie of guest
vocalists. While the production and engineering quality
fairly sparkles on this CD, the vocals and lyrics at times
suffer from what I call “religious laainess," that is, the ap-
parent asstunption by the lyricist that the subject matter it-
self will bless the listener, regardless of the quality of
writing. Gospel songwriters take note: it can only help
yom cause to put as much attention into the lyrics as you
do into a killer guitar solo. If the lyrics in "Reunion"
matched the quality of the album‘s production, this would
be one heckuva gospel CD.

Tape: Black to dc Roch (p) 1993.

Artist: Ioulto Kantola.
Contact Info: Hermamtintie ll}, 841110 Ylivieska, Finland, phone:
358-E3-426-(115.
Equipment: Ensoniq EPS-16+, TS-ll], Emu Proteus, Yamaha UK-T,
Kuraweil K2660, Roland R-E.

...and speaking of gospel, have you ever dreamed of hear-
ing eighteen black spirituals performed by a TU-piece Fin-
nish choir? Well, quit dreaming and pick up a copy of
"Blacl: to ale Roch"! I would guess that Jouko Kantola has
this market niche pretty well sewn up with his lively col-
lection of well-produced black gospel. The lyrics are clas-
sic and soulful — the original item from traditional
spirituals, and it’s obvious that the musicians had a great
time laying down the grooves for this project, which is
replete with gospel B3 chops and guitar licks that sound
like they‘re coming straight from Soul’s Harbor. But...
"Black" to de Rock‘? Y’all sotmd so... white!

Tape: Pants Shitter cl-. Proud P..‘5'. .lerhofi'Too fp) 1994.
Artist: The Bros. Ryan [Joe Ryan and E..l. Ryan}.
Contact Info: P.D. Box 964, Ocean lliew, DE 199'?ll, phone: (302)
537-U1-‘T5.
Equipment: Ensoniq BPS-16+, Sequential Six Track, Sequential
Drumtracks, AKG 33D ET, boss SE-fill, Mackie 12112, Peavey SUBS
spring reverb, Tascam 424, Tanlto ‘Juice Decoder, Ryan dbx compen-
sator, Kenwood SD51].

On the completely opposite side of the continental divide
from gospel, we have The Bros. Ryan, whose twenty-eight
{count 'eml) tracks are a veritable garage sale of tunes in
the spirit of The White Alhttnt. They've got your Beatles
covers (a 3 a.m. drunken version of "Act Naturally"),
your nasty little boy ditties {"Cornrnttnt'ty Wash-ojj‘" with



a square-dance caller calling the shots), your "Rocky Rac-
coon" ripoffs ("Bay Rlim Blues"), your weird harmonica
jam session rags, and twenty-four more! Forget engineer-
ing and production chops, forget sophistication, forget
ego: bottom line, these guys are funny, and they have fun!
If you're getting too anal retentive, let yo1u' soul be your
pilot, but let The Bros. Ryan be your Ex-Lax. -|

{TH -—- For the next several months, Hacker Basement
Tapes is going to be in "catch-up ntode." We've divided
the colurnn into two sections.‘ A ntain review section, in
which we'll try to have at least a couple reviews per
rnonth. A "Short Takes" section. This will just be a few
sentences on son-re of the submissions that have been
piling up the longest. if your tnusic falls into this category,
and you'd like to have a more thorough going-over, please

feel free to re-subntit.,l

If you want your tape run through the wringer, err, Hack-
er, just mail it off to: Basement Tapes, Transonio Hacker,
1402 SW Upland Dr., Portland OR 93221.

Bio: Steve Vincent produces
dentos and Cfls at his home-
based Portent ltlttsic, and can
be reached via ernail at vin-
cents@harbornet.cotn, or at his
website at http:ttwww.kspace.-

, cornlvincent.
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Fostex 450 3x4x2 mixer $400, Alesis
Quadraverb S250 or trade. Contact Mike at
1-541-96?-T529.

WANTED: Ensoniq SD-1 32-voice. Call
Bob, 214-293-9402.

WANTED: Yamaha YC-45D and ‘v'ox
Continental Baroque combo organs.
Contact Kirk at (303) 933-2162 or
PROTIST@AOL.COM.

CD-Rom for sale: 2X External Chinon
535s. $145. Only have one. Call lose
615-3’l1-423?. E-Mail atl-Alea@usit.net.

For Sale: EPS 16+ with OEX-6 expander,
$1100. Roland A-30 Master controller,
$1200. Both pieces in excellent condition.
Call Dave at 40'?-6'l1-9596 or E-mail me at
dco4'l513-@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu

VFX-sd Workstation: $290. Good condi-
tion, although the logo on the back peeled
off. Extra sound libraries, good hardcase,

If you're
selling your gear...

Please be sure to pass along how
absolutely vital it is to have a sub-
scription to the Transonia Hacker.
And -— we're always happy to do a I
sub transfer. Ho charge, and it's a
nice extra to help close the deal.

sustain pedal, all manuals. Used for film
scoring and band recording — great
machine. Also, DART: $199. Alex,
T03-330-2260.

WANTED: SD-1 32-‘tloice. Leon Forrest
Productions, phone: 541-996-2535.

SAMPLESiPATCHESlSOUNDS

DinosauRemains — vintage sounds for
EPS-16+. New Mellotron multi-sample
disks. Two-disk sets of violins, choir, brass.
Sets are $19.90 each + S3 slh. Call for free
brochure. 9'13-431-1256.

CUSTOM ASR-10 VOCODER SAM-
PLES! Yes, indicate what phrase needed
{up to 12 syllables) andl will createlsample
the robotic voice. These aren't vocoder
samples, rather Kraftwerk “music nonstop"
voices. $l0lphrase, 5:340 pp. For info
write: Wayne Schroeder, 5'i'3 Scott St.,
Studio L, San Francisco, CA 9411?.

ASR-10 samples of the TS-10. Hi fidelity.
fully programmed. $6 per HD disk, $30 for
all six (36 sounds). Check or M.O. Or send
SASE for complete documentation. James
Samp, 90 1*-l. Bell St., Fond du Lac, WI
54935. Phone: (414) 922-433?.

Tl-l's Jack Tolin presents SYNTH-HITS!
Classic HR-16 drums (2 disks; 49 sounds),
M1 synth-textures (5 disks; 50 sounds)
come in easy to manage samples that tum
your EPS-16+ or ASR-10 into a syn-
thesizer! Star-Tree SF blurbs [2 disks; 20

19*

sounds). Only $3 per disk. SF blurbs for
your PC: $2 per disk, 12 disks available.
lack Tolin, 9314 Myrtle Ave., # 136, Kan-
sas City, MO 64132.

Your ultimate source for synth samples for
your Ensoniq Sampler. Moog, Korg, Ober-
heim, Yatnaha, Sequential! Send SASE for
free catalog: Tom Shear, 305 Fifth Avenue,
Williamsport, PA, 1'l'l01.

OUT-OF-PRINT BACK lSSUES

M.U.G. will provide Out-of-Print issues for
cost of materials and postage. M.U.G. Hot-
line: 212-465-3430 or write: G-4 Produc-
tions, PO Box 615TH, Yonkers, NY 10903.
Atm: TH Back Issues. Phone: (212)
465-3430. * * * Folks in the New York City
area can get copies of unavailable back is-
sues of the Hacker - call Iordan Scott, ’l'l3-
933-2400.

FREE CLASSIFIEDS!

Well -—- within limits. We're offering free
classified advertising {up to 40 words) for
your sampled sounds or patches. Additional
words, or ads for other products or ser-
vices, are $0.25,-" word per issue (BOLD
type: $0.45,lword). Unless renewed, freebie
ads are removed after 2 issues. While
you're welcome to resell copyrighted
sounds and programs that you no longer
have any use for, ads for copies of copy-
righted material will not be accepted. Sorry
— we can't {we won't!) take ad dictation
over the phone!



Lettcrs for The Interface may be sent to any of the following addresses:
U.-S. Mail - Tbelnterfsce, Trortsoniq Hacker, 1402 SW Upland Dr., Portland, OR 97221
Eeetrenic mail - GEr|ie Network: TRAHSONIQ, lntemet: interface-@transoniq.com. In many cases a quick answer can be obtained by posting to our
huersctitae, on-line Interface at our Web site (bup:IIwww.transoniq.eomI-trnsoniqtinterface.html) or calling Ensoniq CS at 610-64'?-3930.
This is probably one of the most open forums in the music industry. Letter writers are asked to please keep the vitriol to a minimum. Readers are
rminded to take everything with a grain of salt. Resident answer-man is Clark Salisbury {CS}. Letter publication is sub'ect to ace considerations._ ,__, , L... ___ , _ __ _ ,3 PP ,__,, __

TH-

Three things have come to mind as I am in
my 10th year of reading the Hacker:

1. Even with all the new products, 1 see
where many people are still making music
and hopefully money with their old key-
boards from Malvem.

2. Anyone who has an Ensoniq board and
doesn't have Gary C-:iebler's software is
missing out.

3. I can't imagine who would try to be a
professional keyboardist and not have a sub-
scription to the Transoniq Hacker. For a
long time, it has explained to me how to use
my unfamiliar creatures. Keep up the great
work guys St gals.

G1‘-lormand@ao1.com

{CS - Gee, thanks! And write again, anytime
at alllj

TH-

Iltave a. KS-32. I think -the grand piano
sounds excellent for the most part. But it
really gets "tinky" in the area about G above
middle C and maybe an octave thereafter.
You may not perceive this as a problem, but
if you do, are there any upgrades or retrofits
that have sought to improve it'l

Baba1oo@gnn.com (Mike McLane)

[CS - I'd suggest that you try to locate a
dealer who makes a practice ofstocking En-
soniq sounds. There are nearly 200 difierent
acoustic piano sounds available for the
KS-32, and chances are you'll find some-
thing you like in there somewhere. In pur-
ticular, check out the EX-I, SC-2, SC-4,
SC-5 and ISC-2 cards.)

Hi,

1 am seriously interested in buying an MR.
I'm from Germany and over here it costs
about $1600. As I will go to New York City
near the end of May, 1 was wondering how

much the MR costs in the U.S. If you know
the price just roughly, it would be nice if
you could answer me.

Christoph Martyn
C-lvlAR'l'Yl-l@rechtjura2.uni-hamburgde

{TH — The suggested retail price here is
about $I 2'00. Any New York readers know of
any bargains FI

{CS - I'm sure that by doing a little com-
parison shopplng, you'll be able to find a
competitive price. Check with Ensoniq via
their toll-free dealer-locator number {in the
US." S00-553-.5I5I). They'll be able to pro-
vide you with the location and phone num-
bers for authorised dealers in New York or
wherever you plan to be shopping.I

TH -

Since yesterday, I have an MR-Rack.

And 1 have a question: In the manual there
isn't any information about sysex program-
ming the l‘v[R-Rack. Do you have any infor-
mation about that‘?

Thanks,
lean-Claude Brantschen
e-mail: brantsch@vptt.ch

{CS - You can get information on the MIDI
implementation of any Ensoniq product {in-
cluding sysex specificmions) by writing |'no
phone calls, please) uttn: MIDI Sys E.z., En-
soniq Corp, I5.5 Great Valley Parkway,
Malvern, PA, I9355-0235J

TH-

I own an EPS-16+, but have not accumu-
lated many sounds. I decided to purchase a
CD ROM drive and the EPS-16+ CD ROM
Sound Library, which 1 believe is contained
on two or three disks. when I called En-
soniq, they told me this was a bad idea, and
that I would do better to sell the EPS and
purchase die new ASR, rather than plunk
more money into the older sampler. I know
they would like me to buy a new machine
from them, but the comment seemed to

he

make sense. I could really use some advice.

Thanks for your help.
Michael

[CS — Consider this. If you buy an Ensoniq-
approved CD-RUM drive, and a few EPS-
compatible CDs, you might find you've got
just what you want. If not, you can always
trade in the EPS on a new ASH, and keep the
CD-ROM drive and C.Ds,' they'll work with
the ASA’ _,-"ust as well as they would with the
EPS.

Granted, the ASH has some advantages over
the srs-to+, and I'm sure you'd be ab-
solutely dclighted with it. Still, the EPS-I-5+
is no slouch. Sound quality and functionality
are excellent. In my opinion, the major stum-
bling block with the EPS-Id+ [for _mosl
users, anyway,1, is the memory sire, which is
not large enough to allow for loading o_'fa lot
of the sounds designed for the ASIE series. If
you can find the sounds you need in the E-‘PS
library, though, I think that the decision to
stick with your EPS or move up to the ASA’ is
not such a clear-cut one.)

{Michael — Thanks so much for your response
to my question about upgrading to the ASP.
I've been giving this a lot of thought and it
seems to me that I've got a great machine,
and I can always use the CD ROM drive on
other music equipment, if and when I buy
any. I'm leaning in the "keep chugging
along" direction. Just knowing that I'm not
completely off base really helps. Thanks
agaIn.,l

[Ensoniq - I'm not sure with whom you spoke
or how the discussion went, but it is not our
policy to dissuade customers from adding to
their setup in favor of buying today's model.
You can certainly get a lot of value and use
from adding a CD-ROM drive and disks to
your EPS-Id PLUS.

The first two CD-Rfidds {CIJR-I and CDR-2)
bring together all the sounds we releasedfor
the original EPS and the EPS-lti PLUS, but
there are other titles that will also work nice-
ly with your unit. CDR-4 {AS Archives],
CDR-5 t'L.A. Riot Vol. 2), Gilli-3-I3 {In-
Vision collections), GDP-I4 {Analog Digital
Synth Resource], SCI]-2 II] J. Jazzy Jefi‘ Sig-



nature Series] and SCD-4 fl't'eith Emerson
Signature Series} all contain enough sounds
that will fit in the EPS-l6 PLUS to be con-
sidered compatible.

Please note that not every sound will fit into
your unit. We certainly recommend that you
have the ME-l ti PLUS installed if you want
to use most of these titles. Also, efiects will
not loadfrom CDR-4 and higher, but adding
the effect ofyour choice is easy to do, and it
is lihely you will be choosing a Bani: effect
for your seoaencing anyway. Enjoyl,l

gq 

Hello Hackers,

I have some trouble with the rotary speaker
algorithm in the IlPl=l (the old one with OS
version 1.14). Within the algorithm it is
possible to select a slow or a fast rotary
speed (parameter 4). The fast algorithm is
performing nicely. However, the slow op-
tion acts more like a weird pitch shifter than
like a nice, slow Leslie (the intended result
of my programming}. As soon as the speed
parameter (number 3} deviates from zero {no
rotary speed at all), the pitch climbs fast
producing a sound which distorts the har-
monic structure of the chord progression
severely. There is also no distinguishable
difference in speed from the fast option. Is
this a malfunction of the algorithm or am I
doing something stupid?

Sincerely yours,
Tom Poot
The Netherlands
email: tompoot@rs4all.nl

{CS - l don't thinh you're doing anything
wrong. lt sounds more lihe some sort of
glitch.

You might try reinitialising the unit {remem-
ber, reinitialiring WILL ERASE all your
lltllld presets). While holding the [SYSTEM
*hflDl,l butten, press the [B] button, then
the {'2-,l button. The display will read "Hit
<WRl'TE> To Reinitialisel“ ; press {WRITE}
to reinitialize the DP.-‘ll, press [CANCEL] to
abort the operation. if this doesn't help, .l
thinlt your best bet would be to contact En-
soniq Castomer Service directly ._l

Hello,

I have a question: 1 own a scsl interfaced
AER-Ill, and I've linked a Syqucst are 1-as
removable drive. I have now purchased a

Pinnacle RCD RD-RUM writer, on which I
want to make backups of the Syquest drive.

Now, this Pinnacle software, which is
delivered with the CDR unit, has an option
to copy the contents of a SCSI drive to
CR-ROM, without knowing which format
the SCSI drive is. I have already tried this
out, but something went wrong. Later on, I
discovered that it was some hardware thing.

In order to avoid to make a new "CDbee" la
wasted CDR, so it becomes a frisbee), I
would like to know what your experiences
are concerning hacking up Ensoniq for-
matted hard disks to CDR.

Kind regards,
A very polite John B.
SCL~'-‘i@SCIA.be

ICS - My experiences have been pretty good
—- l"ve never had any trouble (granted, l
haven't made dozens of Cllls, but l've made
several.

Lately l've been using Toast software to
write Clls 1'to a Ricoh mechanism], and it's
performed admirably. For example, l had a
couple hundred megs of ASR sounds and se-
ouences on a ?3'll meg hard drive. l ashed
Toast to mahe an image of the dish, using its
generic format. Of coarse, it told me that the
dish was too large to fit the target CD (a 63
minute blanltj. lt then allowed me to limit
the sire of the copy to something that would
fit, and the rest of the process went ofi“
without a hitch.

So as long as you dot your i's and cross
your bridges {use a hard drive that's fast
enough, avoid dish fragmentation, terminate
properly, etc.), you should have no prob-
lems.,l

{Ensoniq - We mahe all of our CD-REM
masters in-house. Additionally, we archive a
lot of sound development worh using a
I’amaha Cflll-lllll fdx CD-ROM burner) and
filptical Media's Quick Topix software. as
Clarlt mentions, organising your files before
you start and religiously avoiding any dish
fragmentation are the main issues.

To avoid fiagmented files {which really
hamper Cflll performance) you can back up
the drive {to floppies or to another remov-
able] then reformat and restore it. This in-
sures sero _,h'agmentation.

While we're not familiar with the software

E1

that comes with the Pinnacle, QuicicTopix
has a template called "Device Image"
which simply copies the data on the drive,
sector by sector, to the CD. it sounds lilte
you are using the equivalent ftmction on
your system, which is the right thing to do.
QuichTopix also has a Test ll-lode, which
will go through the whole process, except
that it doesn't actually write the CD, so you
can see that your connections, writing speed
and bujfering settings are correct. if your
software has this function, it ‘can save you
creating quite a few Cflbees {though you
can use them to malts lovely wall cloclcs_l._,l

TH-

As a member of our church choir and a com-
puter buff, I am trying to help one of our
musicians with a TS-12. She is not at all
computer literate and is looking for a
manual — written from a musician's point of
view - for the TS-I2. Does such a thing
exist‘?

Thank you,
Peter E. Balsam
peterb@digital.net

{CS - l don't icnow of any instructional
booics written specifically for the TS Series,
but that doesn't mean they don't exist. Per-
haps one of our readers lcnows of some-
thing...

The only thing l do ltnow of is a set of
instructional videos from Covert Videos. l
believe they have a set of instructional tapes
focusing on the TS-ll? series. it consists of F
hours of material, and retails for $1 l9.9.'5. l
haven't seen any of their videos, nor have l
heard anything about them, good or bad, so
don't talte this as a recommendation._l

ITH - Covert Videos isn't really around
anymore. Rubber Chicken has made a deal
with Covert to continue mahing the videos
available. However, there seems to be a real
problem obtaining the existing inventory.
We've heard pretty good reports on these
videos but until things get straightened out
{if they get straightened out), about the only
way to obtain them is to run a small classifi-
ed {free} to see if anyone wants to sell a
used set.)

 |;11;

TH -

A friend has an Ensoniq ESQ-1.



Problems: {1} very low output, (2) rapid
heating of fins, (3) displays occasional
blinks.

I-Ie bought it used in Canada in December
1995 to take to St. Vincent, a Caribbean is-
land.

Grantley ‘Williams
hsisvg@hsi-svg.com

{TH - Anyone know the line voltage in St.
Vinceru?)

{CS — The best thing to do, probably, would
be to get a service tech to take a look at it. If
you don't have a tech familiar with Ensoniq
gear handy, I'm sure you could arrange to
have Ensoniq work on it. Try Ensoniq Cus-
tomer Support directly to see what they
might suggest.

It seems to me, though {if l'm remembering
correctly], that the ESQ: did get fairly
warm, and that the display might oc-
casionally blink. so I might not necessarily
get too concerned about these phenomena,
unless there's been a recent noticeable
change. And the low output could be some-
thing as simple as a loose wire. Also, tropi-
cal humidity can pose problems, [condensa-
tion, corrosion) so you may waru to be
aware ofthat.)

IGrantley I=l"illiams - Hi Again;

Thanks for your comments. The line voltage
in St. Vincent is 220. Uh, there is no En-
soniq dealer here.)

{Ensoniq - According to your response, St.
Wrtceru has .225‘ volt power. If he bought the
unit in Canada, it is almost certainly a I20
volt unit. Uperating it of 220 volts, without
replacing the transformer with a Z20 volt
unit will lead to major overheating and
damage to the power supply and will prob-
ably cause the display over-voltage protec-
tion circuitry to kick in until it too overheats
and shuts down. At this point it will need
repair. Contact our Customer Service
department for more help.)

TH-

I have an ESQ-1 and am having trouble with
my MIDI files not playing the right instru-
ments. How do I change the sounds to match
general MIDI specs‘? Is there an E-PR‘-II-‘M
cartridge available that would set up the

ESQ correctly‘?

Thanks for all advice!!!
WWCLA‘lh"@aol.com

ICS — I don't know of anyone offering
GM-compatible sound sets for the ESQ. [In-
fortunately, GM requires IZS program loca-
tions, while the ESQ provides only 6-ll
internally ['I20 with a cartridge}. You could
tr_y to create your ewn GM set for the ESQ
by hunting through whatever libraries of
sounds you have available to find ap-
propriate sounds, and then copying them
into GM-specified locations, but it seems to
me that it would probably be simpler to _iust
re-map your program changes to cor-
respond to the sounds already in your ESQ.
Elf course. I don't know what external se-
quencer you're using, so I could be a bit off
the beam on this.)

Hi,

I am looking for answers for a problem I am
experiencing with my ESQ-1. The para-
meters (especially the tempo on the sequen-
cer} seem to jump around by themselves
without human intervention or MIDI con-
nections. Any feedback with be greatly ap-
preciated.

Thanx,
Ryan

{CS - Ily now, I assume you've seen the
response to IleggieB's question {Reggie is
also having problems with spurious data
vomiting in an ESQ] in Issue I.3'I ofTH. As I
told him, my guess is that the problem lies
with a faulty data slider. The faulty slider
can randomly fire ojf some data or other, af-
fecting whatever parameter is currently
selected; in your case, this is often the
tempo parameter. fine solution is to install a
new data slider {I'd check with Ensoniq
Customer Support for this). Another is to
make sure you never leave important
parameters {such as tempo) underlined
while sequencing. And my illustrious editor
also suggests trying some spray-type contact
cleaner ['you should be able to find some at
any electronics supply house). ll-lake sure
any contact cleaner you use has the phrase
"safe for plastics" clearly printed some-
where en the label, though.)

Greetings.

E2

Great site. Great mag. Look forward to ex-
ploring.

Perhaps you can be of assistance. I am in
need of converting ATARI MIDI FILES to
MAC lvIIDI FILES. Ivly compositions are
trapped in DR. T's KCS (for THE Atari ST}
files. I was hoping you would have a sug-
gestion as to getting them into my lvlac.

Thanks for your kind assistance.
Mike Liebner
bikini@bikininet.com
(403) 521-lllill

{TH - Hopefully, Clark will have some info
on the DR. T aspect of this. As for as just
moving files around is concerned, unless
you want to fool around with terminal pro-
grams and null-modem cables, the easiest
way that I've found to move files firom an
Atari to a Mac is to put them on a ?2llk
DOS-formatted disk — Ataris and Macs can
both readlwrite these.)

ICS — lldy editor is right {imagine that!)
about transporting the files via DOS-for-
matted diskettes. And my guess is that once
you get the file physically to the Mac, you
won't have any trouble opening it.

I suppose it's possible, though, that you may
need to change the file type and creator
before your Mac sequencer will recognise
the files. There are several programs that
make this simple. File Buddy (shareware,
$25.00}, is an excellent addition to the lldac
for all-around file management. File Typer
(shareware, $Iil.il-5'} is designed to handle
one thing only — editing file types — and it
does so in an elegant, straightforward man-
ner. File types can also be changed using
the ubiquitous h'esEdit.

Once you've located the file type and
creator for the MIDI file you wish to con-
vert, change the file type to "hl'idi" Iwithout
the quotes, and pay attention to case).
Creator can probably be left blank, lcreator
specifies what Mac program created the
file}, but ifyou change creator to match the
Mac sequencer you use, then the file can
probably be used to auto-launch the correct
Mac program by double-clicking.

To find out what creator to use for your Mac
sequencer t'Vision's creator, for example, is
"l'IdI.DA"j, simply save a MIDI file, and use
whatever program you're using to take a
look at its creator.



File Buddy: Contact Laurence Harris #I?
Cid University Station lload, Chapel I-Iill,
NC ZFSI4-ISFZ, PIP-9'33-P595,‘ Compu-
serve .'?'dI5ll,Ill2?,' AC-‘L LI-Iarris). File
Typer: Contact Daniel Aruma, I449 Bel-
leville Way, Sunnyvale, CA 9403?,‘ you can
receive the latest version of FileTyper, plus
a few jitee "hacks" and some other stuff by
enclosing a formatted Sdllk disk with your
registration. A SASE would be appreciated,
too.)

T]-1..

God, TS-I2 “System Error I'll) initialire"| I
briefly see the display with (Uil-ll) and then
the TS reboots herself again... and again...
and again... Must go to repair I think.

This happened just after using "Logic" with
the TS via TGIUU v1.3 Window driver to
sendldump SysE:-I: Program Parameter. May-
be some illegal data could have entered the
TS thru its MIDI jack to its startup memory
or something?

Thanks to Ensoniq for bringing my SysEx
buffer problem with Soundscape to their
technical meeting but I lost the kind Tech
Rep's name who sent me email. Sorry.
Could you also check on this too?

I shall bring my TS to be serviced at the
local dealer.

cousin@asiaonline.net

ICS - Sorry about your TS. You might try
e-rnailing Ensoniq Customer Support direct-
ly to check the name of the service tech
you're looking for {we won't be shipping
these letters ofl‘ to them for a couple of
weeksj.)

,{cousins@asiaonline.net — To Clark: Thanks
- and I have contacted Ensoniq customer
Support and received a very prompt reply.
Al {at Ensoniq) says to hard boot the TS
with very special and interesting command
and my TS is working again.

Thanks for the great Interface and thanks to
Ensoniq, Al and Clark.)

To anyone:

I work with a VFX. (Ser# 10136, tlllflblbil)
piloted by the G-Lab "Creator" sequencer
(Atari ST vers. 3.16}.

Does anyone have any bright ideas on how
to store merely 3 or ti voice-programs in the
sequencer, for use in a loading and piloting
the VFX in a MULTI set-up, instead of
having to save and transmit the entire Inter-
nal Banks'l'l

The purpose of this would be to save storage
space on my disks. If I have to save 64
voices in order to save merely the 3 voices
that I actually need, this is a huge waste of
disk space, not to mention a timing problem
when loading the information.

So far, the only way to do this that I have
discovered is very cumbersome:

I have to spit from my sequencer one in-
dividual voice sysex into the I-IFX write-
buffer, then have the sequencer trick the
VFX into thinking I am pushing the buttons
on the console necessary in order to load
this program into a specific slot in Internal
Memory [using the "virtual button" method,
Manual p.A-3, MIDI Specifications). Then I
have to do the same for the other 2 voices,
or however many I need. Then I have to
send the MULTI set-up, and a switch-to-
MULTI-mode message, for safety. Gnly
then am I ready to proceed with the note in-
formation.

This I have to do for every piece, {and a
similar process when using a Preset in
homophonic music). It all takes precious
time to set-up, save, and again, precious
time in the actual loading process. {It does
NOT allow quick major changes in the
MULTI set-up during a piece of music.)

I would love to hear of another solution to
this problem. Hut if my method is the only
one, is there a way anyone has found to
streamline the process, or to shorten the
amount of information {and therefore time)
necessary???

If anyone can write or phone directly, im-
mediately, that would be terrific. I've been
working at this problem for many years, and
would like it to end as soon as possible. [Is
there anyone near NYC‘? I'd love to hear
how you've used the "JFK in general.)

Good luck to all the other "Ill:-‘ll fanslusers
out there. In so many other respects, it's
such an elegant and beautifully constructed
instrument!

Thanks so much.
Chris Kenny.
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Z212-563-T293
prader@nyplgate.nypI.org

IChris Kenny {follow-up) - Thanks for the
input jirom so many. Still no solution, but it's
wonderful to know I have so much companyl

Someone at ll. of Colorado pointed out that
the SD-l provides the option for saving I, 6,
or 64 programs. 6 would be indeed perfect,
but my version of the I-IFX does not provide
this option {only I or dd, nothing inher-
ween

Is there a RUM upgrade available?

Ensoniq's terrific "Far Retrieval System“
{I -Elli?-25?-I439} has provided me with
much valuable information, but wouldn't
you know it, the "pamphlets" "Checking
your software version," and "SYSEX to
Storage Device - A Common Problem" are
not being sent out at present. {System down?
- I get blank pages.) ls there a way to email
Ensoniq?

Thanks to Ilichard_Green{e?,l, who phoned
from CA {I}, I learned the technique for
checking my software version {hold down
the "Preset" button, simultaneously press
"Master" _}. My RUM is vers. 2.I ll, with ICPC
233 {what does "ICPC" stand for?}. As I
noted last time, my instrument is Serdl llldd,
ll?.-’il9l5lll, if that helps.

Thanks so much for your attention!)

{Ensoniq - We're not sure that we have
much to ofier in your search for a
work-around, but we can add that KPC
stands for Keyboard Processor Controller.
It is the software version of your Poly-Key
pressure system. Your software should be
upgraded to Version 2.30 - it adds the fol-
lowingfeatures:

* Pitch Bend Heldfunction

* The ability to convert regular cartridges
{STC-32) to Pitch Table Cartridges {up to
15-5' instantly selectable Pitch Tables)

* The addition of a Chorus and lleverb with
Distortion effect

It does not add support for 3 or ti Program
Sys. Ex. Dumps. Good luck in your ejfortsl)

TH-



Question: I have an ASR-Ill. I am having
trouble with a shareware program entitled
"convert" {currently available at the Dak-
land EPS archive), that is supposed to con-
vert different sounds to different formats.
This would be great, as I am only lb, and,
not possessing great amounts of cash, have
little access to different sounds. I can't get
the program to work. I've run it from ‘Nin-
dows and MS-DGS, but all I get is an initial
screen listing the many formats (GKH,
AIFF, ETC.) that the program supports, and
then... nothing. I would appreciate any assis-
tance you could give as to what I arn doing
wrong and how I can get this potentially
beneficial program to run properly.

Also, what are the advances that the ASR-lil
GS 3.53 makes over 3.0? And is there an
IRC channel for keyboardists?

Thank you,
Emily Lloyd
emiIyl@erols.com

{CS - Not being a Convert user, l'm afraid I
can't offer much in the way of advice. Per-
hops the best thing is to hope that one ofour
readers {with Convert experience) will see
your letter , and offer some suggestions.
Also, you might try contacting the pro-
gram's author, .Iesus Villena {)villena@
dsic.upv.es). Keep in mind, though, that your
problems may well be related to the con-
figuration of your PC, rather than any in-
herent problem with Convert.

While I don't know of any IRC channels for
keyboardists, I was able to dig up this infor-
mation {courtesy of Ensoniq] regarding the
OS 3.53 upgrade for the ASR-Ill {by the way
— a lot of this type of information is avail-
able, quickly and free of charge, via En-
soniq's fax-back system. Dial I -Sllll-2'5T-
I439 and follow the instructions to receive
faxes detailing a number of pertinent is-
sues]:

ENSONIQ ASR-IIIIASR-SS OPERATING
SYSTEM VERSION 3.53 Release Notes

*Note Regarding Operating System Sire The
operating system sire has not changed since
version 3.llI . If you are upgrading from ver-
sion 2..'.lI or prior, you will see that the
operating system requires Ifill more blocks.

SOFTWARE CHANGES:

This release addresses the following situa-
tions .'

Voice stereo phase coherence. Stereo
sample phase coherence has been improved
in version 3.53. We recommend that "Stereo
Layer Link" should be set to "ON" to en-
sure stereo phase coherence.

Eflective in version 3.08, the PHASER +
REVERE algorithm was changed to
eliminate intermittent ticks and pops. Any
instruments or banks that were previously
saved with the old PIIASER+REVERB algo-
rithm would still exhibit these symptoms
when that instrument was loaded and
FJt'=INST or P'X=EANlif was selected. Ver-
sion 3.53 fixes this by intercepting the old
algorithm and replacing it with the new one.

Edits to the ASMPLNAME field, when stereo
audio tracks were selected, could have af-
fected the system data thus creating unpre-
dictable results. This has been corrected.

Direct-dialing of SCSI files has been
improved.

Cross-compatibility with the new ASR-SS
operating systemlnstrument and system
default differences between the ASR-It? and
the ASR-SS are new cross compatible. The
ASR-It? default instrument has a key range
of C2-C?’ with the INST pressure mode and
EASE CHANNEL PRESSURE default to
KEY.

The ASR-SS default instrument has a key
range of All-CS with the INST and EASE
CHANNEL PRESSURE defaulting to CHAN.

ASR-SS translates ASR-Ill instruments on
loading. When an ASR-Ill instrument is
loaded into the ASR-SS, the ASR-SS will
convert the INST PRESSURE MODE to
CHAN if it was KEY. Likewise, BASE
CHANNEL PRESSURE loaded in from
glebal parameters saved on an ASR-Ill will
translate to CI-IAN if it was saved as KEY.
Key ranges are preserved and not trans-
lated.

Sequencer playback ofpressure- When INST
pressure mode is set to CHAN, both types of
pressure {channel and key} will now be
played back by the sequencer. This was to
ensure compatibility of the ASR-SS with
demo songs createdfor the ASR-Ill.

Version 3.53 addresses the proper loading
of global parameters on bootup. Specifical-
ly, the Audie Track SCSI Configuration
parameters, and the ASR-SS Touch and
Pressure parameters. {This only applies to
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users of version 3.52).)

| 

Greetings:

I hate newbie questions as much as anyone,
but where can I find complete instructions
on setting uplconnecting my old Mirage to a
Macintosh‘? Hardware? GS? Software?

l'm a pro in graphics and every other area
EXCEPT MIDI, so I can follow instructions,
if someone could tell me where to find
them!

Thanks,
Rob Frankel
Robfrankel@aol.com

{CS -—- The definitive text on all things tech-
nical regarding the Mirage is the "Mirage
Advanced Sampling Guide," which should
be available from Ensoniq. Start out by nab-
bing yourself a copy of that.

Once you delve into that, you'll find that you
need the Mirage Advanced Sampling
Operating System {MASOS} to do any
serious sampling or sample manipulation.
This is probably also available from En-
soniq; if you don't already have a copy,
order one when you order your Mirage Ad-
vanced Sampling Guide.

Finally, the only software for the Mac
{that's currently available, anyway) that can
communicate with the Mirage is Alchemy,
available from Passport Designs {httprli
www.mw3.com.lpasspertipassport.htm,l. It's
a great program {I use it all the time), but
it's not inexpensive {last time I looked, it
was over Sdilllllll, but that may have
changedj.)

- 

TH-

I have a TS-12 and am trying to emulate a
sound on my friend's KS-32 called CAT-
ALINA MIX. This should be possible but I
cannot seem to get it ekact.

Can anyone advise me how to do this?

jpe-tt@primenet.com

{CS — The short answer is, use the some
waves, filter, envelope and ejfect settings on
the TS-I2 as you find in the KS-32, and you
should be able to get pretty close. The
reality is. a lot of this is going to involve a



certain amouru of guesswork and trial-
and-error, as the waves and other para-
meters you'll find in each machine won't
necessarily be identical. {Tom Mandel - I think the KT-SS is one of

The approach I'd take would be to turn ojf
the effects in both machines, and then try to
nail the envelopes {and rough in the
balancej for the voices you're going to use.
If CATALINA MIX uses three voices, solo
each one in turn, and rough in a cor-
responding voice in the TS-I2. Don't worry
about the wave — just try to get the en-
velopes and levels as close as possible to
what you hear when you listen to the KS-32 .

Once you've done that, try getting the waves
together. Ifyou have waves in the TS-I2 that
correspond to those in the KS-3'2, so much
the better.

If you find waves in the two synths with the
same name, but that sound more than a little
dififerent from each other, check the filter
settings. Chances are the TS-I2 waves will
sound pretty close to those in the KS-32 if
the filter settings are similar.

If you have trouble finding waves in the
TS-I2 that corresponds to some or all of
those used in CATALINA MIX, things can
become a bit trickier. If you're lucky, you'll
be able to find a wave in the TS-I2 that's
close enough to do the job. If not, you'll
have to try to emulate the the KS-32 wave in
the TS-I2. There are a few ways to approach
this |'all of which are a bit complex to detail
herejl, but the basic ideas would be I J layer
two or more waves together to create a com-
posite sound; 2) use the multisample-shift
parameter to push a wave out of its normal
range, hopefully producing a wave more like
what you need,‘ 3 ,1 use the filters to change
the character of a wave or 4) a combination
of these approaches.

If you can get this far, it shouldn't be too
diftl'cult to turn the effects back on, and
duplicate the KS-32 effects in the TS-I2.)

TH —
Subject: Ensoniq KT-Tdiflfl

Someone, please review these synths. I
couldn't help but notice that no one talks
about them. Why? Are these bad synths?
Please tell me something about them, before
I make a bad investment. Please reply via
E-mail.

Thanks,
MrClintD~@aol.com

the BEST SOUNDING Instruments I own.)

{Yuri {yuri@ptc.com) — I also find it a little
bit disconcerting that nobody seems to
notice KT, considering the amount of info
floating around about ICS-32.

I bought a KT-SS about d months ago. Since
this is my first real instrument {I had an an-
tique weighted Yamaha electropianoj, it had
to be all-around, meat-and-potatoes kind of
synth. Sofar, the overall experience is pretty
good.

In more detail {this is all IMI-It

The on-board sounds' quality is spotty. The
1

HELP WlTH QUE TIONS
All of the individuals listed belotvare volunteers! Plwtslretltsthtte whorcsllingilf
yougetareeoodingmd-leave u‘.toessage,1et ‘em ltaowifitfs nkaytooaIlhackoaI1ect{tliis-wiilgrwly
incresseyotnohaocoscfgelthtgamtumcall).

Transoniq-Net

All Ensoniq Gear - Ensoniq Customer Service. 9:39 am to noon, l:l5 pm to ~I5t3llpu' EST Mon-
day to Friday. bill-E4?-3§3tl. &soniq's Fax Us Demand line, {I-SUI}-25'?-1459) can ako beused
to retrieve specs, GS info, hard-drive info, and the like.

All Ensoniq Gear — Electric Factory {&soniq's Australia distributor}. E-mail address:
oneniaiI.oom.an: their web site-at http:llwww.om1ai1.onsn.sul—'eIfa: or e-mail their
clinician, Allen, at msIIen@geko.com.uu. Phone calls, Business hears - ‘Victoria. {D3}
48-D-ESES. ' '

All Etsoniq Gear - The Electric Factory in New Zaaland, phone (64) 9-143-$9115, fax (64)
it-443-5893, or e-mail got!-f1't@e1fa.eo.ne {Geoff Mason}.

TS Question -—- Pat Esslinger, Internet: pate@exeepe.com, Compuserve: -'l424il,l5b.-‘T, or AOL:
ESSLIP.

TS, V111, i|ud'SI1-1 Questiottsa Smart Hosking, stnh@oeemaiI.eom.s'u.

MEI users and sstt-ta Questions - Ariel and Meiri Dvorjetslti. Internet: s’3_"l'bI92'I_@
toohst!I2.techaion.ac.i.l, or dvorjet@teehunis.tech.nion.ac.il. You can also call Sinoopated BBS-at
(Israel country code: 9T2} 4-S?’l_dil35, 2A hears, 2S.SK Modem. Please Login as: EIISDNIQ,
Password: MIDI.

SD-1 Questions - Philip Magnottl, dill -46?-435?, 4 pm — l2:3il EST.

VFX, SD32, and EDS-16+ Questions - Dara Jones, Internet: 71055.1 lI3@ompaserve.eorn or call
-214-361-IISZP. '

SD-1, BPI4, ASH-lb Questions - Iobn Cox, Ell?-SSS-$519, (HI) 5pm - ll pm EST weekdays.
Arly time weekends.

SQ-S0, TFK Questions--Robert Romano, fill?-S513-ARES. Any oi‘ time {within reason} EST.

Hard Drives a Drive Systems, Studios, Sr Computers - Rob Feiner, Cinetunes. 914-963-5313,
llsrn--Span EST. Coutpuserve: ?'1fl24,125$.

EPS5. EPS-Ii PLUS, St ASH-III Questions - Garth Hjelte. Rubber Cltiolten Software.
mtytime. If message, 24-hour callback. {E12} 23$-PISS. Email: chickenHPS@wilI:uar.onm.

ESQIELAND SQ-Sit Questions - Tom Mcfiafirey. ESQUPA. 215-SSH-U241, before ll pm East-
Bfll. Gt

ESIMIRAGEIESQISQ-Stl M.U.G. 24!-Hour Hottine - 212-465-3-13!}. Leave name, number,
address. 21$-hrfiallbaok.

MIDI Users—Eric-Earagar, Canadian MIDI Users Group, (bill) 391-B295 during business hours,
Eastem Time (Toronto, ONT) orcall MIDIL-HIE BBS-at (613) 966-6323 SA hours.

SQ-1, KS-32, SD-I, SCSI dz hard drive Questions - Pat Finnigan, 31'?-452-S446. Edit am to
1fl:!lfl pm EST.

ESQ-1,. snot a Computers - Ice Slater, (ans) ass-sssi. esr. '
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much-ballyhooed “KT Grand Piano" sam-
ple is not up to snuflfi, at least in the middle
register. I actually found myselfplaying the
piano in the GM set more ofien. The sates
sound fahe. there is no tuba {except in GM
hitJ, and loop points on some of the strings
need adjustment. Nothing that can not be
fixed by fiddling with sound parameters,
though Ithe process itself is not very easy,
but manageable). Great I-lammond samples,
and the basses and guitars are more than
decent.

Sequencing is a blast. The interface is good
and intuitive. You need th.e optional SRAM
card, though, if you want to REALLY create
songs of any considerable length.

MIIJI capabilities are probably the strong
suit of this synth. GM hit is superb, and
setup is a snap. Pity, though, that most soft-
ware does not recognise the native sound
map or SysE.1:. Uh well. there are always
upgrades. If there's gonna be more of us
buying these things.

Action is on par with the best from Iloland.
It is not Baldwin grand, of course, but I am
not complaining.

Hope this helps. If you have more detailed
questions, I’ ll be happy to answer them.

Good Lucid]

{CS - I love itl Reader reviewsl We should
do more of this.

As for my flflieth of a dollar's worth, l'm
fairly biased. But I do have several fiiends
who own KT-series instruments, and they
love 'em.,l

{Ensoniq - The KT’ s were reviewed in the
.Iune I995 issue of Keyboard, the March
I905 issue ofElvi, the May I5'05 issue ofEQ
and the May I995 issue of Recording.)

TH-

lvly VFX has RUM ver2.l0. [I have a IIFX,
not a ‘JFK-SD.) ‘Fess. 2.30 is "current" and
available {according to eTI-Il30}. What are
the differences between 2.10 and 2.30'?'l
How do I find out definitively what all the
differences are‘? Where do I look?

Is it possible that 2.30 allows saving and
loading I5 programs via MIDI-sysex to an
external computer, {instead of just 1 or 04}?

Does someone out there have 2.30 and can
tell me right away’?

‘What other differences MIGHT there be?

How much does a v.2.3D cost? Can I install
a RUM chip myself‘? Is it accessible inside‘?
What are the dangers? (I have installed
RAM chips successfully in the past.) Does it
involve dc-soldering and soldering‘? If a
dealer must install it, how much does that
cost?

I’m also lool-ting for a functional shareware
librarian (AtariST) for the VI-IX, or generic.
If I could find an VFX-editor also, or a
combo, I would love it, but a librarian is
whatl need most. Does anyone I-mow where
to look‘? In an archive somewhere? Does
anyone have one they could send me?

As I get more money in a couple of months,
I will liltely want to buy a better librarian,-I
editor than shareware. ‘What do people out
there recommend for the WK (via Atari-
ST]? Does anyone wish to sell one’?

Thanks,
CHRIS KENNY
prader@nyplgate.nypl.org

{CS -— I can't tell you what the difference be-
tween 2.I0 and 2.30 is, and I don’t hznow
what v.2.30 might cost, but you should be
able to find out easily enough. Try e-mailing
Ensoniq Customer Support directly, or give
them a call 1'til 0-64?-3930}. You might also
want to visit their web site [‘http.*Itwww.en-
soniq.comt). From here, you can ferret out
all sorts of useful information, such as how
to checlc the OS version of your instrument,
or what the current US version is Iwe pub-
lish current OS versions in the Hacher as
well]. I'll also run your questions by En-
soniq next time I tall: to them ftwo to three
weehs or soj.

lrtstallation of US EEPIlt‘1?Ms is pretty
straightfot-ward,* certainly no more ditjlicult
than installing RAM chips, {no soldering is
involved), although the VFX is a bit tn-ore in-
volved to open up than most computers. If
you’d rather have a service center handle
the chore, I’ d guess you should expect to
pay $2.5.00 to $3.5 .00 dollars for the labor.

As far as Atari sofiware goes, I don't know
of anything specific. You might, however, try
contacting a company called Sound Quest
Inc. They sell universal editortlibrarians for
the PC, MAC, Atari, Amiga, and they sup-
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port several Ensoniq formats falthough I
.—;lon’t know if the VFX is one of them}. They
can be reached at {E00} 00?-3993, or via the
Internet at ?t5?02.220.5@Compuserve.com.,I

{Ensoniq — See our response to your earlier
letter {above} for more information about
version 2.30. It is our policy not to endorse
users tt'ying to install their own chips into
our products. The chips are flee, but we
recommend that you talce your unit to an
Authorised Repair Center to have them in-
stalled. Along with their technical expertise,
the facility can also checlc out your unit
while it is on the bench and give it a clean
bill of health.

We would also recommend that you chech
into Emagic's Sound Diver and Sound Surf-
er programs, which are available for the
Atari platform. Contact them at {9I6_l
A???-I05I voice, tote; 4??-I052 far.
emagic@emagicusa.com e-mail,
http:ttwww.emagicusa.com web site.)

 

Hi there!

I have a friend whose floppy drive on his
Mirage has packed up and needs to be
replaced. I was told that you might be able
to help with info on alternative types of
drive which may worktfit, as the Ensoniq
one is apparently very ettpensive. Any info
would be appreciated!

l'm also on the lookout for circuit diagrams
for the SCSI piggy baclt card for the EPS
Classic. I have the 41 e:-tpander but need to
build the SCSI interface, as getting hold of
one seems to be impossible...

Andy Brown
Soundcraft in the UK

,-‘TH —- We recently had a similar question
about the Mirage drive and here's the
answer we had then...

Actually, way back in November and Dec-
ember of ‘£9 we ran articles on converting
an earlier Mirage to a double-sided drive.
About the only requirements about the drive
were that it fit mechanically, be addressable
as drive 0, and have the 34-pin cable con-
nector on the back. There were some
modifications mentioned in the article but
they were just some switchinglindicator
changes so the Mirage could use both sides
of the floppy. (Both of these back issues are
still available — #52 dc #53, $2 each.)j



)Ensoniq - Make sure the 4-pin power con-
nector is mechanically compatible with the
Mirage power cable {there are variations
out there). Also, check the 5-volt power con-
sumption. The Mirage was designed to use a
disk drive that required -I-I2 volts and +5
volts. Newer drives require only +5 volts,
but demand more power from the +5 volt
supply than the old ones. He careful not to
overload the power supply.)

{Ensoniq — The SP-I SCSI interface is still
available. Contact us directly for more in-
formation so we can help you {ask for Steve
Mash).)

TH-

Finally, a real solution to the storage
problem for the ASR-1|}! ll

Last week I bought a JAZZ drive from
Prohdatt Technology. (http:))www.scsi-
disk.com) The Promas. bott is better than the
stock JAZZ. It has a built-in power supply,
fan, SCSI ID chooser, SCSI thru port all in a
sturdy compact boa. Hooked it up and for-
matted it. No problem. Since there is no way
I know of to do a direct copy from a Ber-
noulli 150 to a 1 gig lane I simply restored a
back-up disk to the JAZZ. I recorded disk
tracks to three previously sequenced songs.
Punched in, punched out and tried to do any-
thing I could think of to crash the disk
tracks. ND PRUBLEMSIE

Dennis Lisonbee
llsonbde@UVSC.EDU

)lJrew {drew@fcom.com) — I keep getting an
error when I try to format the Iar disk. What
did it say when you tried to format yours? I
know that the disk is not locked because I
used it on my PC.)

{CS — It should be pointed out that the Jars
drive has been tested by Ensoniq and is not
approved for use with any of its samplers
{which will probably come as no surprise to
you, Drew), so count your blessings, Den-
nis.)

{TH - Garth at Rubber Chicken has written
us an article on similar problems with
Zipflrives that you should find elsewhere in
this issue {#I32). Don't give up yet. Check
the article.)

TH-

I own a TS-10 and I have heard that with the
right programs it's possible to convert
WAY-files from the PC and then put them
on TS-10 disks so that I can use them on my
synth.

I therefore ask the following questions:
1. ‘What kind of programs do I need?
2. How do I use them?

I have both the CONVERT program and
“Ensoniq disk etttractor." The Ensoniq disk
etttractor formats disks so that I get ' no
error-messages on the synth, but when I try
to etttract a Linndrum-sound I have down-
loaded from the net into a TS-10 disk, then
no kind of sample-banks or sounds show up
at all on the synth.

Geir Hongro
Uslo

{Andrew Adams — I managed to convert
.wav files fiom my PC‘ to my TS-I2 using
software available firom the oakland site.
URL: http:Iloak.oakland.eduloaklepslutils-
msdos.html

It was a while ago but I think I used a mir-
ture of convert, epswav and snddem. The
basic premise is that you convert the file to
work on an EPS machine. The TS series will
read the EPS files. It worked but the quality
wasn't great. Hope this helps.)

{CS - You might also want to check out
Garth I-Ijelte's article, "From Cyberspace to
Your Ear," available at the Hacker's ftp
site, which originally appeared in TI-I issues
#I22 {August '95) and I23 {Septeniber '95),
and which covers this exact subject in some
detail.)

TH-

I just got a used KS-32 this week, and I've
been shopping around for some decent soft-
ware to handle MIDI stuff on my Power
lvlacintosh. Any recommendations‘?

Hollike1'@aol.com

)CS - This is kinda like saying, “I just got a
license, and was wondering what kind of car
I should buy.“ My advice to you is to check
out back issues of publications dealing with
electronic rnusic, such as Keyboard and
Electronic lvfusician. You should be able to
find reviews of all the major software pack-
ages there.
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In the meantime, you might want to check
out Midigraphy, one of the most atnaeing
shareware packages I've ever seen, avail-
able at 'I‘ontata's home page {http:tl
u.u0l .so-net.orypt~mmaedatindeee.htndj.
It's a full-fledged sequencing program, in-
cluding a number of cool editing features
{including graphic editingl). lIru’ortunately,
the documentation's in Japanese, but most
Mac-savvy electronic musicians should be
able to figure most of it out. Still, it's worth
every penny of the paltry $20.00 shareware
fee askedfor in the documentation.)

TH-

How can a person get the 2.30 chips for his
old IIFX with 2.0‘? Can I install it myself‘?!
How much? etc. etc.

Richard Green
m.adsix@earthliuk.net

)C.5' — Just in case you missed my response
to one of Chris Kenney's many letters asking
pretty much the some question, I'll reiterate:

You should be able to acquire the current
VFX OS directly from Ensoniq. Try
e-mailing Ensoniq Customer Support direct-
ly, Or, try calling their toll-free accessories
order-line {S00-553-5l5I). You might also
want to visit their web site {http:tlwwtv.en-
soniq.comt). From here, you can ferret out
all sorts of useful information, such as how
to check the US version of your instrument,
or what the current US version is {we pub-
lish current OS versions in the Hacker as
well}.

Installation of US EEPIi0Ms is pretty
straightforward - just swapping a couple of
chips, really {no soldering is involved}. The
hardest part is getting the VFX opened up
and the chips exposed. If you'd rather have
a service center handle the chore, I'd guess
you should expect to pay $25.00 to $35.00
dollars for the labor.)

{Ensoniq — See our answers to Chris
Kenny.)

TH —

I have called Ensoniq Tech-Support three
times and still have not received an answer
to this thorny problem.

I am using a KT-‘I6 as a keyboard controller



for my new MR Rack. The bank change
buttons on the KT {when I have a card in-
stalled on the KT} will access three different
RAM banks and the GM bank on the MR
Rack. I cannot access the RUM banks on the
rack.

All I want to do is be able to switch to the
MR RCIM Hanks from my KT. Some ideas I
have had is to somehow send a LSB con-
troller message from the KT sequencer or
perhaps use a preset that would send the
controller message. I know that the MR
Rack is set up to respond to bank changes
because Cakewalk 3.01 can do it without a
hitch.

It also may be that I am simply out of luck,
that the KT can only send Hank Change
messages LSB 0,1,2, and 3.

Does anyone have ANY ideas of how I can
have a more successful interface between
these two great pieces of Ensoniq equip-
ment'I'l

Thanksl!
Eric Sandrich
esand@halcyon.com

)Ensoniq — You are correct - the KT can
only send Bank Select 0, I , 2 and 3. Here's
a simple work-around: Ily setting a part to
ignore Bank Select messages and setting it
to a sound in a IIDM llank of your choice,
when you send program changes from the
KT it will ignore the llank Select {which
would have caused it to change firom a RUM
to a RAM Bank}, and select the sound of
your choice. This method doesn't allow you
to change Banks on a given Part, but you
can use it to find a way to work with the to
parts in an MR to suit your needs. Hope this
helpsl) -

TH-

Announcing a free ‘Windows 3.1 based
sound editor for the Ensoniq SQ-III series
synthesizers. The Ensoniq sotmd editor al-
lows you to:

1. Download sounds {programs} from the
Ensoniq to your Windows based PC and
save on disk.

2. Edit the sound parameters on screen.

3. Save the edited sounds on disk.

4. Upload the sounds to the Ensoniq artd
play.

All of the work was done using llisual Easic
4.0 and the MIDI Programmer's Toolkit for
Windows. The program and necessary ‘VB
support tiles are approximately 1.0 Mega-
bytes xipped. The file EVEZIP should be
unzipped to C:‘\.TElvIP and then installed by
clicking on SETUP.E}{E. An EXE module
has been prepared and can be downloaded
for free from hnp:,t,Iwww2.nctdoor.con1,I
-rlang.

The program has been tested on a 90MHe
Pentium with 16 Megs of memory using
MQX-32M and Soundblaster MIDI inter-
faces. The program is in beta testing and I
am interested in your feedback.

Just contact me at my email address,
rlang-@netdoor.com.

)CS — Cool. Good luck with it, rlangl)

TH-
Subject: fandangled Consarned Computer
Midi-thang

l'm running Cakewalk Pro v2.0 and Band in
Box. Pro. All is well except for an irritating
"hollow" or "pipeline" effect whenever the
two programs are engaged (even if mini-
mired). The signal is from a sssoxsttae to
a '16-Plus and MIDI Thru to a one-inttl-out.
The effect persists even with the Sound-
card's MIDI-In disconnected.

I suspect that it's one of the "echo onloff"
toggles but the documentation is so
voluminous and my eyes and mind get so
weary it's just...ZZZZssas, SNURTI Coops,
sorry ...dor.ed off. Can anyone help me
WAKE UP and SMELL THE COFFEE on
this‘)

J .D.
HrosRyan@aol.com

{CS - Well, it sounds an awful lot like the
dreaded MIDI echo problem to me. My best
guess is that you are echoing the same MIDI
data fi'om both Band-in-a-llox and Cake-
walk. The fix would be to turn offMIDI echo
{also known as MIDI Thru) in one or both of
the programs. In Cakewalk, I believe you
find the controls for MIDI echo under the
settings menu. I don't know where you might
find it in Eand-in-a-Box, but it shouldn't be
too hard.)
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Hi TH's,

I have one question: I have five files with
extension .EFA downloaded from MIDI
MUSIC FCRUM in Compuserve, and I can't
convert to Ensoniq format with EIJE 10?
software for my ASR. ‘Which software do I
need? ‘Where can I find it‘I

Best Regards,
Caries Totras A1-nal
'I2333.lI505@CompuServe.com
SPAIN

)CS - Apparently, it's a format used by
Giebler Enterprises {http:IImembers.aol.-
comlgieblerlj for single files. We're passing
your letter along — hopefully, Gary Giebler
will shag it and formulate some sort of
response.)

{Answer {and shameless plug) from Gary
Giebler - To take the mystery out of our file
extensions, the first letter is the manufac-
ttuer {Ensoniq}, the second letter is either
"D" for disk or "F" for File, and the last
letter is the model {A = ASH, E = EPSJ. The
Ensoniq Disk Extractor {EDE version I0?‘)
is a shareware program which extracts all
Ensoniq disk image files {*.EDA, "'.EDE,
*.EDT, etc.) back into a copy of the original
diskette. EDE provides a means for Ensoniq
owners to download copies of Ensoniq disks
from the Internet and BBS‘s. The files you
downloaded are not disk images, they are
copies of individual ASII files created with
our Ensoniq Disk Manager. Our Ensoniq
Disk Manager {$311.05) can read'Iwrite.-ffor-
mottcopy individual Ensoniq files, entire En-
soniq diskettes, Ensoniq CD-Ii'OMs and
Ensoniq SCSI hard drives. There are also
several shareware programs available
which can be used to write the *.EFA files.
Check the recent article in the Hacker {Is-
sues #I22 and #I23) for more information
about where to find the shareware
programs, or check our web page at
ht_tp:IImembers.aol.com.-"gieblerI.)

I-Ii Hackers,

After along break from using (and owning)
any synth — the last one was a DXTI some
years ago - I picked up a used ‘IIFX-SD at
my local store. Clltay, it's not the latest gear,
but it suits my needs (awful sounds, good
sequencer etc}.

l'm also new to Transoniq Hacker, so ex-



cuse me, if any my questions have been al-
ready answered.

1. My dealer gave to me all of the stuff he
has found in his store with VFK-writing on
it; there are also two cartridges labeled
"lIF}l Sound demo l'-lo. 1" and "l"~Io. 3" with
loading instructions (Insert, press CART,
select DEMCI). After inserting these cart-
ridges in my ‘IIFX the display flashes once -
and then nothing happens. No chance to
switch to cartridge sounds or to load any
demo ("Np cartridge").

Any idea for what are these cartridges good?
If not for VFX-SD, does anybody need
them?

2. Is there any chance still to get RAM-
Carttidges [or at least CINE) for my
VFX-SD? (l'm not willing to pay too much

and I live in Germany.)

3. In used-gear ads I've found some "'!I'FX-
SD v2 (32 voices). Are there any other dif-
ferences (new waveforms, effects) to my
v1? Can I update my ‘IIFX-SD to the new
versions? How much does it cost‘?

Thanks for your answers!
Marcel (mkral@vgp.de)

{CS - I. The cartridges contain demo se-
quences for the IIFJI {which has no sequen-
cer or disk drive) and were provided to
dealers by Ensoniq. They are pretty much
useless -in anything but a VFX.

2. l'm not sure if RAM cartridges are still
available, but if they are, you should be able
to find out about them by e-mailing Ensoniq
Customer Support. Dr, try calling their
toll-firee accessories order-line {S00-55$
5I5Ij.

3. There was, at on time, an upgrade for the
VFX-SD, but it is no longer available. I
believe the upgrade included a couple of
new waveforms {acoustic piano, and maybe
a new electric piano], but that's about it
{other than the increased polyphonyj.)

TH-

Has anyone figured out how to do any
upgrades to the original EPS? I have an EPS
with the 2X expander. I need more RAM {is
there any way to modify the 2X expander
with bigger SIMMS‘?}, extra outputs, and a
SCSI port. If these upgrades can't be done
without ordering the hardware, do you know

of good sources for the hardware?

Thanks,
SoundWaIp@aol.com

{CS —- It's possible that some of these acces-
sories might still be available directly firom
Ensoniq. They have a toll-free number you
can call for ordering accessories. Dial {S00}
553-SISI between 0:30 am to 3:00 pm EST,
Monday through Friday. Also, check out the
FAQ at Dakland University's EPS archives
{http:IIoak.oakland.eduIpublepstdocslflfaqj,
you'll find some information there on
home-brew modifications to your EPS {pro-
ceed at your own risk, of course).

The EX expander does not use SIMMS. I
doubt there's any way to expand it.)

{Ensoniq — There is no way to "upgrade"
the upgrades. You would need a 4x ex-
pander, SCSI adapter and DEX-S to get
what you want — they are all still available.
There is no way to add additional memory to
the 2x expander, it doesn't use SIMMs {they
were not common when the EPS was
designed) and 4x is the maximum that an
EPS can use.)

TH-

Does anyone out there have a VFX (not SD)
with a ROM chip version 2.3?

If so, does it enable the VFX to save and
load six sounds into internal memory at a
time, instead of merely one or I54???

I guess it would be helpful to know if ANY
‘JFK in the world is capable of saving and
loading six sounds at a time.

Hope to hear from someone.

Thanks,
Chris Kenny

{TH - Clark says he's already answered this
{more than once If you missed it {themj,
check the response to Richard Green's letter
elsewhere in this column.)

{Ensoniq — We‘ re beginning to wonder if
Chris Kenny, Richard Green, CHRIS
KENNY, and Chris Kenny are the same per-
son. Any comments Richard? :-J)

Hi there -
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My VFX was a gift in exchange for helping
choose and buy it, and construct a few use-
ful sotutds for a friend in ltl. Vermont state,
who "borrows" it back every now and then
to use as an organ in accompanying choirs.
He's particularly happy with the organ
sounds I've made. l'm "buying" it from him
this summer by helping hint run and teach in
a music camp up there.

I use it mostly to create my own sounds, and
am fascinated with its potential. l'm still
tweaking every day this and that, artd then
using the sounds to create new music (im-
provisations) in my own particular style,
which is a weird mix of styles from Medie-
val Europe through somc jars: styles of this
century.

I used to be a specialist in European mttsic
of 1200-1600, and played a bunch of instru-
ments (strings, brass, recorders, etc}. The
IIFX has allowed me to create some sounds
that I've always wished for, and to only
have to keep in shape one instrument techni-
que Ikeyboard}. (It was difficult practicing
all those instruments enough to be any good
on them.) I've sometimes used the ‘IFX to
play 3 and 4 part music from the ltlth-15th
Century, artd very successfully so. I use
C-Lab Creator, and can sculpture the lines
with keypressure and pedal and mod-wheel
information to get a very expressive result,
sometimes more than what "original" instru-
ments were capable of. It's a lot of work to
get that much expressivity, and to make it
subtle enough. But it's a good result.

I decided to write in case someone out there

l l

e-TH — A Faster,
Cheaper Hacker

If you can receive e-mail via the Inter-
net, you can take advantage of avoid-
ing the post office and get a faster,
cheaper, e-mail version of the Hacker.

_ The e-mail Transoniq Hacker contains
all of the same information and

i advertising as the printed version, hart
it's only $20Iyear — anywhere on the
planet. Plus, if you convert ever from
the printed version you'll get extra
issues added to your sub. -Interestetl?
lust send a message to us at
eTH@trmtsoniq.com and we'll e-mail
back complete subscription _h:|fcrme-
tion. Let as know if you'd like a free
copy of the current issue and we'll
send one along.



is doing something like what I am and cares
to let me know (which would be nice).

Chris Kenny
pradeI@nyplgate.nypI.org

TH -

I have a EZ135 and when I do DiskTracks it
seems to affect the sequencer when I play
back a song in song mode. The symptoms
are that it goes off beat. It's sorta like
hic-ups throughout the playback of the song.
How do I fin the problem? Does this happen
when doing DiskTracks on the Zip Drive‘?

‘What I want to know is which drive is better
for doing DiskTracks and why? They both
are great for storage but has anyone had
thorough experience with either of these for
DiskTracks?

Gerald M. Ressler
resslcr@pop.erols.com

ICS - So far, I don't have any reports on the
EZI35; it's altogether possible that it's not
up to the taslc. I-Iowever, don't give up until
you've experirnented with other settings for
your drive. Ensoniq suggests that using the
30 hilt system sample rate for Audio Traci:
recording will ofien improve results, as well
as setting the SCSI speed to a higher value
and increasing the SCSI bufier sise.

As far as the Zip drive is concerned, the
word so for is that it will play baelc dish
traclts okay, but recording is a bit —
sometimes it worlts, sometimes it doesn't.
The bottom line is, if you want to do dish
tracks, stick with bigger hard drives Ithey're
generally faster), and be very cautious of
anything not on Ensoniq's approved drive
list.,l

 

Hello,

l'm the owner of an ASR-Ill and I‘m trying
to i"md a Macintosh compatible patch editor
for it. (I just can't stand working through
that little window.)

I also own a software developer company.
So, if no editor exists for the ASR-I El, any
info you could relay on getting involved in
developing such a product would be greatly
appreciated.

Sincerely,
John Dole

Mind-ware
lvIindWareUl@aol.com

ICS — The only thing I know of is a program
called Tiresias {reviewed in the Dec. '90
issue of TH), written by Chip Surwell of
Sohonan Technologies. Theoretically,
there's a demo version available in the
CompuServe Mlfllllduslc Forum Library.
Utherwise, perhaps my erstwhile editor
would be kind enough to loolc up the address
andlor phone for these guys, and place it in
the space I've graciously left below...)

{TH — The only address and phone number
we have is very old. We checked the phone
number and it no longer works. Maybe a
"wanted" ad in our Classifieds will lead to
something .I

 

Hello,

Stuck in the quagmire of SCSI - or, the
SCSI sample download music mystery!

I bought my TS-12 without the SCSI inter-
face. Now that l'm about to buy a computer,
and having grown tired of loading floppies, I
would like to buy the SCSI read only con-
troller for the TS-12 and a hard drive.
However, a little research has identified
some questions:

Are the cables {and connectors) from the PC
to the hard drive and from the TS to the hard
drive 5".) or 25 pins? Can they share the hard
drive? Are we talking SCSI I, SCSI ll, SCSI
ll Fast and Wide, or SCSI III‘? Does this af-
fect the cables‘? ‘Where do I put the ter-
minators'l (Again, 50-pin, 25-pin, active?)
Do the Iomega ltllllvl, IG, and Syquest
135lvI drives work for this‘? What do I need
for the PC SCSI driver software and con-
trollers?

Do I also need the “BUM” software from
Gary Giebler to allow me to create files on
the hard drive that can be read by the
TS-12'?

The salespeople in most stores (computer or
music) think SCSI is what happens to food
when it's left too long in the refrigerator.
Also, when I read about solutions, they say,
“There are so many possible solutions... so
I'll just say that i.u general... blah, blah,
blah." Well, the nest time you go shopping
ask the clerk for a "blah, blah, blah." I chal-
lenge you and your readers to face this ques-
tion with one solid viable option which
when connected together will create music. I

SCI

want manufacturers, model numbers, part
numbers, etc.

P.S. lvlaybe Ensoniq will put these parts
together in a package that you can order
from them. Cue-stop shopping.

Thanks,
Dave Clinch
Sunnyvale, Calif.

[CS - First, the TS-I2, (which supports the
standard SCSI protocol), will require a
cable with a 25-pin D-type sub miniature
connector, called a DB-25F (the some type
of connector requiredfor Apple computers}.
Virtually all hard drives, however, use stan-
dard Sll-pin SCSI connectors. Almost cer-
tainly, you'll use a 50-pin to 5tl-pin cable to
connect your hard drive to your PC, and a
25-pin to 50-pin cable to connect your
TS-I2 to the hard drive. This is a perfectly
Cdllflfliflfl SEII-IF.

Although both the TS and the PC can be
physically connected to the some hard drive
at the some time, they can't share the same
media; each device needs to find its own file
system written on the dish. This can maize
removable media {Syquest, Zip, etc.) an at-
tractive choice. You can format some cart-
ridges to worl: with the TS-I2, and others to
worlc with your PC. Of course, your TS-I2
can't be used to format a SCSI drive, so [as
you've surmised) you'll need Giebler's Ellllld
for that.

Any other questions you might have regard-
ing SCSI operations with your TS-I2 will be
addressed in the documentation that comes
with your TS-I2 SCSI interface hit. As far as
SCSI software and hardware for your PC,
I‘m afraid l'm not qualified to maize recom-
mendations. I suggest narrowing the field to
two or three drives for your TS-I2 first,
though, and then checl: with your computer
dealer or user group to find out which ones
will work best with your PC. You should be
able to get recommendations for SCSI con-
troller and software from the manufacturer
ofthe drive you select.

r-ls far as drives that are compatible with the
TS-I2, the Iomega Zip drive should work,
but the .Ias drive is not approved by En-
soniq. As for the Syquest I35, it hasn't been
tested yet, but uno_;j"icial reports indicate
that it's probably OK. For the latest infor-
mation on SCSI drives approvedfor use with
Ensoniq Iceyboards, contact Ensoniq direct-
Iy, or make use of their toll-free far-back
system by dialling Still-25?’-I455l.,I
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PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
- Low-cost sequences for

The EPSIEPS-te+, so-ac, ESQ-1,
vF)t-sci, SD-1, Floland, IBMIDDS

Rock (tees, ‘Bile, ".?tis, '80s]
‘ Big Band — Top -to Country
' all or Write — any time, 24 Hours

Music Magic
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accepted. Write or call for free catalog of
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Load and Play

mu)“ SequencesLAB).
Sequences tor the flying -t-'f.It.t.'th?i|iI'!l'. . .

For the Ensorrio .
EPS, 16+, A-SR 10.t12 and TS-10312

All titles also available in _ . -
IBM SATARI. . . GM, GS-SMF

Popular requests. blues, country and classic rocir.
'|tItI"Itl or call for I cltllogl

: Music Labs Em I '
' 510$ Point Foodlclr DR HW # . , _, _, .-.t.,....»....a asses e
5 an rscstsss-scs1 P

Dnllnl E-mill support Till-3.IilI3@compunorvl.com

L. B. Music Sequences
We Support Ensoniq - Roland

Korg r Yamaha - SMF-GSIGM Formats
Why not give L. B. Music a try and see
why so many people love our sequences

—and keep coming bachfor morell

Toll Free ’Urderline' I Still SLB MUSIC

Try an economical size ad in the Hacker. tliur
one-twelfth page ad {the size of this ad] is the
perfect size for testing the waters, moving up
from the classifieds. dropping baclr. from
larger ads, or just maintaining visibility over
long periods with minimal expense.

2.25" It 2.25" Only $30!
And new — I-Ifooteeq Jumbo.-

2.25" It 4.6" Only $45!
Trnnsoniq Hacker

1-res sw Upland Ln-., Portland, on stem
sns-as?-sass

- 1 l 1

-rutxllln. —|— —|—-

Introducing. ..

SAMPLENET e
for Ensoniq samplers

Visa, lvlastercard, ltniesi, l]is'covei* Accepted Chfick this Iwéb Sitfi nut for Iflts of_ _ free Ensoniq lI1SIII.ll'l"lt3iIlI.S. Simple
LB Music Technologies, Inc. - - point, click, and download!

S1 Charter Oak Drive
Newtown Square, PA 19t}'i'3-3044

610-356-T255 I Fan: fill]-356-ti’I3’I
CompuServe: 'lt5255,3'l13

Internet: http:,t,lwww.lbmusictech.com

ENSONIQ DISKETTE MANAGER
Use Ensoniq Disks on your IBM-PC
HeadtWritetFormattCopy and more.
Supports all Ensoniq Disk Formats.

ENSONIQ MIDI MANAG EH
Send or Fteceive Data through MIDI
to your PC for these keyboards:
KS-32 IIFX SC-1 SC:-2 ESQ-1

SEQUENCE CONVERTERS
Convert Standard MIDI Files to.-‘from
Sequences for these keyboards:
TS-1iIIIl2 SQ-1 SD-1 ‘JFK-ed
SQ-Bil EPS-16 EPS ASFI-Iii
KS-S2 KT-TEIIBEI SQ-2 ESQ- 1

SD-1 TO TS-'IEll12 CCINIIEFITEFI
for IIFFII-sd or SD-1 sequences S songs.

Gall new to order or for more information
on these and other software packages.

Giebler Enterprises
26 Crestview Drive

Phoenirville, PA 19460

Mi ‘ill? 335.355

http:li:ncctbcrs.aol.ccm,lchickcnEPSlsamplent.html

also available at other sites...

-L

MIDI MKI
Strict IFS?
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i I" $15395 for the pair!
C/7I6'I(6l’? CD-HUM DPIVE5 - Iliorv Low Prices!

Chicken TS CD-ROM Drive
Perfect for the TS - works on ASR too,
but doesnt read Altai or Roland formats

Cbiahon ‘I5-Pius CD-i?Ol‘IJOrr'ua
I6-Plus compatible, works on AER too,
but doesn't read Akai or Roland formats

C-'itr'all'an ASH’ Qfififld Drive
Reads Ensoniq, Altai or Roland formats,
tray-loaded - GR EAT unit!

Limited Supplies available - ACT NOW!
.1! anus inclrrlrrptllrilr cabin sou ccitrte. con-pater divers, inslattltion irrstructonit. mdcettly:

l’

 1 i i !

Sample Bank CB-ROM
550 megs of great sounds for Ensoniq samplers! Great
loops, electronic beat bot-tee, analog synthe, and more!

Only $99.95!
& ldntaga Synche co-eons

The beet of the old days - at a price you can": resist!
Only $45.90!

Sfynch and Electric Bo.-so Pelt!
Bottom end you can't reeiet - twang and thump.

Only $99.95 each!
@ EPS/ASH Toots for mi-news so

blow available for Windows 95! Given you the Inside look
into your Ensoniq sampler. Includes-wave editing, looping
functions, Naming Ir"-lizard, parameter editing! $59.95!

WHERE CAN YOU GET ALI. THIS?
by phone or l'a.rr.' ‘I-BOO-S-PRO-EP5_', ‘I-325-235-S798

by nraril? 71'-d’ Sch Street SE W'iIInsar', Mill 5520‘!
by Internet.’ chrb-rtanEF.5'@rvriltniar.cons


